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FREE ENTROPY DIMENSIONS AND APPROXIMATE LIFTINGS^ 
WeihuaLi 
University of New Hampshire, May 2009 
In the first chapter of the dissertation, we give a very elementary proof of a more detailed 
version of one of D. Voiculescu's results, which was a key ingredient in Voiculescu's proof that his 
free entropy is additive when the variables are free. 
In the second chapter of the dissertation, based on the notion of upper free orbit-dimension 
introduced by D. Hadwin and J. Shen, we introduce a new invariant on finite von Neumann algebras 
that do not necessarily act on separable Hilbert space. We show that this invariant is independent 
of the generating set, and we obtain a number of results for von Neumann algebras that are not 
finitely generated. 
In the third chapter of the dissertation, we consider the class of approximately divisible C*-
algebras. Let srf be a separable unital approximately divisible C*-algebra. We show that's/ is 
generated by two self-adjoint elements and the topological free entropy dimension of any finite 
generating set of ,s&- is less than or equal to 1. In addition, we show that the similarity degree of sf 
is at most 5. 
In the fourth chapter of the dissertation, we show that two (weakly) semiprojective unital C*-
algebras, each generated by n projections, can be glued together with partial isometries to define 
a larger (weakly) semiprojective algebra. In the von Neumann algebra setting, we prove lifting 
theorems for trace-preserving *-homomorphisms from abelian von Neumann algebras or hyperfi-
nite von Neumann algebras into ultraproducts. We also extend and simplify a classical result of S. 
Sakai by showing that a tracial ultraproduct of C*-algebras is a von Neumann algebra. 
vi 
Chapter 1 
An Elemnetary Proof of Voiculescu's 
Asymptotic Freeness for Random Unitary 
Matrices 
1.1 Preliminaries 
The theory of free probability and free entropy was introduced by D. Voiculescu in the 1980's, 
and has become one of the most powerful and exciting new tools in the theory of von Neumann 
algebras. D. Voiculescu [43] proved that a standard family of independent random unitary k x k 
matrices and a constant k x k unitary matrix is asymptotically free as k —> <». To prove this result, 
Voiculescu used his noncommutative central limit theorem and the fact that the unitaries in the 
polar decomposition of a family of standard Gaussian random matrices form a standard family of 
independent unitary k x k random matrices. Voiculescu used this result and a Lipschitz property 
and facts about Levy families to prove that the Haar measure of certain sets of tuples of k x k 
matrices converges to 1 as k —• <» (see the remarks after Theorem 3.9 in [43]). Later, D. Voiculescu 
[46], using similar techniques, strengthened his asymptotic result by removing restrictions on the 
type of constant matrices. 
In this chapter, we give a very elementary proof of Voiculescu's asymptotic result in [43] that 
uses only the basic properties of Haar measure and the definition of unitary matrix. A simple 
1 
application of Chebychev's inequality yields the result about the measures of sets converging to 1 
(see Corollary 1.7). 
Let ^jt(C) be the k x k full matrix algebra with entries in C For 1 < i,j < k, define fj : 
^it(C) —»C so that any element a in -^t(C) is the matrix (fij(a)), i.e., fij{a) is the (/,;')-entry of 
a. Define the normalized trace i* on ^ ( C ) by 
1 * xk{a) = - YtM**), for any a 6 ^ t ( C ) . 
Akxk matrix u is a unitary matrix if and only if 
k k 
LU7,(")|2 = LIA;(")I2 = 1, f o r l < i i , j i < * , and 
i= l 7=1 
Y,fUi(u)fiJ2(u) = L fhAu)faAu) = °> whenever ft ^ i2 and ;"i ^ j 2 . 
;=i 7=1 
Let % be the group of all unitary matrices in . ^ ( C ) . Since % is a compact group; there exists a 
unique normalized Haar measure fa on % . In addition, 
/ f{u)dfa{u) = I f(vu)dfa(u) = I f(uv)dfa(u), 
J% J% J% 
for every continuous function / : % —• C and v e % 
By the translation-invariance of fa, we have the following lemmas (also see Lemma 12, Lemma 
13 and Lemma 14 in [9]). 
Lemma 1.1. If g : Cn —* C" is a continuous function, a and p are permutations of {1,2,...,k}, 
then 
S [Jiiji 
= J^ 5(/ff(«1),p(7l)(M)./<T(<2),Pa2)(")'---'^(«n),pOn)("))^(")' 
Lemma 1.2. IfUkfnj](u)---fimjm(u)fslh{u)---fsrtM)dfa(u)^0, then 
1. m = r, 
2. {h,i2,---,im) is a permutation of (s\,S2,... ,sr), 
3. C/'i, h»• • • > Jm) is a permutation of{h,t2,...,tr). 
Lemma 1.3. If d is the maximum cardinality of the sets {h, ...,/„}, {ji,---,jn}> {si,---,sr} and 
{t\,...,tr}, then, for everypositive integer k>d, 
^ Ah ( « ) • • • finjnWsxh (") • ' -fsrtXuWkiu) < ^ 
where P(k,d) = k(k- 1) • • • (k-d+ 1). 
P(k,d)' 
1.2 Some technical lemmas 
If / ;^^C ) le t | | / |U = sup{|/W|:^€^}. , • 
Lemma 1.4. Let n, m, k be positive integers. Let F,G be finite subsets ofN with n = Card(F) arid 
m = Card(G). Suppose {f,gj : i eFJ e G} is a family of mappings from {I,... ,k} = H toC 




Proof. The proof is by induction on n. When n = 0, the obvious interpretation of the inequality 
is 
a jeG 
and it holds since the number of functions a : G —* H is no more than k"1. 
Suppose the lemma holds for n. For n + 1, let E = F \ {b} be a subset of F, where be F, 
Then the cardinality of £ is n. We can define a one-to-one mapping a : F l)G —> Ht by defining the 
one-to-one mapping a :EUG -+H and choosing s £ a(E UG) to be a(b). Then 
E n/'(*(o)rto(?c/)) 
a:FVG^lHieF J€G 
E E '/»wmfiwwiisjfru)) 
a:EUGl^H^a<EUG) ' ieE j€G 
a:EUG^H Wa(EuG) J i€E j<=G 
k 
(using £ A 0 J ) = O ) 
< 
s=\ 
I I AW II/'(ffW)II*iW)) 
a-£UGl3H W ( £ U G ) / «6£ jeG 
I ( I /»(<y(o)) n/^co) n^-(^o')) 
a^UG'^ff V6£UG ; .££ jGG 
I IMo(t)) YlMo{0)USJW)) 
+ i i/»(<*«) n/^w) n w^w) 
/ /€£ yeG a:E\JGX=}H VeG 
* I 
re£ 
i n /i(^ (0) (M)(^w)n^^o')) 
+ 1 
t€G 
i n/'^(o) a*/i)(a(o)n«^w) 
(using induction on the quantities inside the absolute value signs 
and viewing fbft as a single function) 
< n((m+l) + ( « - l ) r - ^ ^ + - + 1 n i l / i l U n i ! ^ l 
ieF jeG 
i€F j£G 
< (m + n + l^t^-^nil/'ll-IIII^II-
i€F jeG 
D 
Let %£ denote the direct product of n copies of % , and n£ denote the corresponding product 
measure. We will use 1? to denote a tuple («i, . . . , un) in <%?£. 
The following lemma is a vastly improved estimate over Lemma 14 in [9] since it is inde-
pendent of the maximum cardinality of the indices in the integral. We require the elementary 
4 
inequalities mm <2m and p ^ y < ^ for positive integers m < k. 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose m is a positive integer. For all positive integers k,nwith k > m, and for all 
tuples (ii,....,im,ji,...,jm) with each element taking from {\,...,k}, and (ii,,..,im,'ni,.-•••,Jim) 




, fi\h K ) • •' fimj'jMimWm (um) • • • fsmtm (urjjdfi^iu) 
Proof. For 1 < ;' < n, let 7} = {1 < A < m : xx = ;'} and Tj = {\<X<m: i]x = j}. Then 
= n L (n 4A(^) n/^ (%))^(«7)-
Hence, we can assume that n = 1. Moreover, in view of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is 
sufficient to prove that 
I = J^\AhW\fhh(M)\ —l/UiC")! ^ ( « ) < — . (1.2.1) 
Let d be the maximum cardinality of the sets {/i,...,/m} and {y'i, ...,yOT}. By replacingu with 
«*, which does not alter the integral but interchanges i's with j's, we can assume that d is the 
cardinality of {i\,..., im] . Then 1 < d < m. Let B^k be the largest integral of the type in (1.2.1) 
with d = Card({i\,... ,im})-
2 
If d = m, then, by Lemma 1.3, the integral in (1.2.1) is at most -prf^, and
 Pjlm\ <^r <^r-
Now we will prove that Bj^ < 2mB<t+ij( whenever 1 < d < m. For \ <d < m, assume that the 
integral / in (1.2.1) equals Bd\k- Since d <m, at least two of i\,. ..,im must be the same. From 
Lemma 1.1, we can assume that 1 <h,...,im <dand 1 =i\ —h = ••• •= i^ and 1 £ {is+i,...,im}. 
Since k > m> d, we can define a unitary matrix v with 1 on the diagonal except in the (1,1) and 
(k,k) positions, with 4= in the (1,1),(k, 1),(k,k) positions and-—-4= in the (l,k) position. Since 
the integral remains unchanged when we replace the variable u with vw, we obtain 
\ f s 2 m 2 Bd,k = Tsi n ft*(«)+/%(«) n fowl ^ w 
5 
= T* L f l ( Afo (") +/u/» (u)fkjP(u) +Ajp (") A/>(") + A> (") 
m 
11 |/Wa(")| rfMt(") 
= y L l l K W II |/W.(«)|^(«) 
+57 L n /^  («) n i/wa («) r ^  (")+^ / A ^ («), 
where A is a summation of 4s — 2 terms with each of them having both an fu («) and an fkt (u) 
factor (with or without conjugation signs) and the maximum cardinality of the indices in each term 
is d + 1, which implies 
Since 
UtMHk(u) \<(4s-2)Bd+hk. 
f s 2 m B
^ = i ri-M") n i/w«(")i^ *(«) 
J
^t ^=1 a=s+l 
f s 2 m .
 2 
= [ I I fkjp(u) 11 \fiaja(**)\ <*M*(")> 
we have 
Therefore 
Bd,k < - {Bd>k + Bdtk) + Ys(4*- 2)*«/+!,*• 
firf,fc < 2mfid+i,/fc-
It follows that *</,* < 2w('"-d)fiOT^ < J ^ x < 2 ^ < ^ - when it > m and 1 < d < m. a 
1.3 Main result 
For any positive integer m, let B(m) be the Bell number of m, i.e., the number of equivalence 
relations on a set with cardinality m. Suppose c^ f is a von Neumann algebra with a faithful tracial 
state T and ^ ( M ) is the set of all unitary elements in J? and ~u = (u\ ,...,«„) e <%{JK)n. Let 
F„ be a free group with standard generators hi,...,h„. Then there is a homomorphism p : F„ -» 
^ ( ^ ) such that p (/?_/) = w7-. We use the notation p(g) = g(lt) = g(u\,. ..,«„). 
D. Voiculescu [43] proved that a standard family of independent random unitary kxk matrices 
and a constant k x k unitary matrix are asymptotically free as k —• °°. The following theorem gives 
a very elementary proof of a more detailed version of D. Voiculescu's result. The constants in the 
following theorem are far from best possible, but they are, at least, explicit. 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose M > 0 and m,k are positive integers with k>m. For all reduced words 
gu- • • ,gw G ¥„\{e} with YZ=\ length(gi) = m, and commuting normal k x k matrices x\, ...,xw 
with trace 0 and \\xi\\ < Mfor alii < i <w, we have 
1. 
2. 
/ ik(gi {u)xlg2(u)x2• • • gw{u)Xw)d\iliu) B(m)-2
m2
-jMwy 
<B{2m)-Am -{IMwy / \^{gi(u)xig2(u)x2---gw{u)xw)\2diJ.£{n) ^---- l2 • - . . . , 
3.tfe >0 and k>2B^<Mwr, then 
n,<-> n,n\< ,^ ,^ ; " : ••/-*• '\-,' ,,-' '4-B(2m)-.4m •(2M(0)2(0 Mfe({^€^":lTfc(gi(v)^ig2(v)x2---gw(v)xw)|>e})< kizi ~ • 
Proof. Sincex\,...,xw are commuting normal matrices, there is a unitary matrix v such that, 
for 1 < j < w, VXJV* = aj is diagonal. Since Tjt is tracial and 
gi(u)x\g2(U)X2 • • •gw{u)xw = v*{g\ (yuv*)a\g2(vuv*)a2 • • •gw{vuvf)aw)v, 
we have 
ik{g\ (u)xig2(u)x2 • • -gw(u)xw) - xk(gi (yuv*)a\g2iyuv*)a2 • •jgw{vuv*)aw). 
Thus, by me translation-invariance of ju£, we can assume that *i,...,xw are all diagonal matrices. 
Proof of the first statement. Write gi(u) = wf J •;•«*"[, gi{u) = us^l\ • • • us^,..., gw(u) = 
"Cl'+i • - M ^ with each £/ e {-1,1} and «/£ {l,...,n} and with the property that 5/ = Sj+\ 
implies e;- = £/+i unless 7 6 {mi,... ,mw}. Note that mw = m since £/engf/z(g() = m. Also write 
X; = afwg (y; (1),..., jj (k)) for'1 < ; < w. 
Define + on {!,...,mw = m} byj+1 = < 1, s = mw 
. Then we have 
5 + 1, l<s<mw — \ 
/ *k(gi («)*i#2(«)x2---gw(U)xw)dji%(w) 
LetE = {l,2,...,mw}. We can represent a choice of 1 < ii,...,imw <& by a function a :£ —* 
// = {1,. . . , k}. Thus we can replace the sum £ with £ in the above equation. 
That is 
(' =) I I riTv (a(mv+l)) / UMj)Mm (»S) <*tf (S) • 
It is enough to restrict sums to the functions a such that the integral 
'(«) = L fi/«o),«a+i) (4) W (") ^ °-
We call such function a good, thus 
I =
 \ I fnrv(«(mv+i))J/(a). 
a:E->H 
a is good 
Since a is good, Lemma 1.2 tells us that mw must be even and exactly half of the e/s are 1 and the 
other half are — 1. Combining Lemma 1.5 and the fact mw = m, we know that 
4(m>v/2)2 A.(m/2)2 yt? 
V^i^ir'^ir^Wr < u ' , ) 
Moreover, since a is good, Lemma 1.2 says that if j e E but j' £ {1 +mi,..., 1+mw}, then a (j) = 
a (/) for some / ^ ;'. 
Next we define an equivalence relation ~« on E by saying i ~ a ;' if and only if a (i) — a (j). 
Note that if /3: E —> H, then the relations ~ a and ~Jg are equal if and only if there is a permutation 
a:H-+H such that j8 = a o a. We define an equivalence relation « on the set of all good functions 
by 
a m j8 if and only if ~a=~)3 • 
8 
It is clear that 
a«j8=W(a)=7'(jB). 
If j G E, let [;']a denote the ~a-equivalence class of j , and let £« denote the set of all such 






PU) = a ([;]«)• 
Let A be a set that contains exactly one function a from each ^-equivalence class of good 
functions. Then we can write 
\ L• fniv(«('»v+i))V(«) 
a:E-+H 
a is good 
1 w 
ae4 /3*av=l 
! > ( « ) I nrv(cT([mv+i]«)) 
ae4 „._ i-i„v=l 
a:Ea—>H 




Also we know that 
We only need to focus on 
Card(A)<B{m). 
Eff:£aiMHn^=i)v(ff(K+i]«)) Let 
Fa = {[mv+l]« : 1 < v < w,Card([mv+l}a) = 1}, 





Since the product riy=i)v(0'(['Wv+l]a)) ls determined once a is defined on FaUGa, it follows 
that this product is repeated at most P(k, card(Ka)) times. Hence we have 
w 
E rirv(<x(K+i]a)) 








If a = [mv+l]a € Fa, from the definition of Fa, it is clear that v is unique. Then define 
fa (a (a)) = yv (a (a)). By xk{x{) = 0 for all 1 < i < w, it follows that £*=1 fa(s) = 0. If b = 
\mv+\}a £ Ga, from the definition of Ga, the cardinality r of b is greater than 1. Then define 
8b(o(b)) = (7v(cr(6)))r. Therefore 
IV 
E ^ ( " w y ) 
a:FaUGa]^Hv=1 
E n^^^n^^w) 
< r . F a U G „ ^ V e F a 6 e G ° 
(letting F = Fa,G = Ga and using Lemma 1.4 ) 
< ^[card(Fa)/2]+car<i(Ga)vi;w^w (1.3.5) 
As we mentioned before that card([j]a) = 1 implies [j']a € Fa, we see that 
[card (F«) /2] + card (Ga) + card(Ka) < card (£) /2 = m^/2. (1.3.6) 
Combining inequalities (1.3.1), (1.3.2), (1.3.3), (1.3.4), (1.3.5) and (1.3.6) together, we have 
\l\<\B{m)-2m%-{Mw)w. 
Proof of the second statement. Notice that 
lift (gi (u)xig2 (u)x2 •••gw {u)xw)\2 
10 
1 ( w \ m" / \ 
* l<i],...,Wn=ii<* \v=l / i = l 
i<'i>-^mM,+i=/i<*U=i / »=i 
Define 4- on the set {1,2,...,2mw} by 
1, x = mw 
x+l = { mw + l, x = 2mw 
x+l, 1 <x< rriw — 1 ormw + l < x < 2mw — 1 
LetE = {l,2,...,2mw} and# = {l,...,fc}. Then we have 
/ |T* (gi (2)*i& (3)% • • -gw (u)xw)\2diik (") 
= i I ( flrv («(mv+l)) J ( f\rx (a((mx+l)+mw))) • 
K
 a.E^H \v=l / \X=\ ) 
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of the first statement. 
Proof of the third statement. The third statement follows from statement 1 and statement 2 and 
Chebychev's inequality. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [9]. • 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of the third statement of Theorem 1.6. 
Corollary 1.7. Suppose M,m,k are positive integers. Let 3> be a finite set of commuting normal 
matrices with trace 0 in ^ t (C) and \\x\\ < Mfor all x^S). Let 
<° = {(g\,---,gr,xi,...,xr): r eN,gi,... ,gr are reduced words in¥n\{e} 
r 
such that £ length(gi) < m, andx\,. ..,xre &}. 
If i = (gii • • • ,gr,xi,...,xr) €£and~v* € &£, define z{~v) = gi(~v*)xi • • -grCv*)xr. Then 
11 
Lemma 5.1 [44] follows directly from the corollary above. 
Let Jt be a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state x and X\ ,X2, ••. ,X„ be elements in M, 
For any R,e > 0, and positive integers m and k, defineTR(XI,....,Xn;m,k,e) to be the subset of 
^ t (C) n consisting of all (x\,...,Xn) in^t(C)" such that\\XJ\\ <Rfor ! < / < « , and 
^•-xf) T .T(AiJ>. . .X*i <e, 
for all 1 <ii,"... ,/9 <n,all r\\,... ,%€ {1,*} and all q with l .<#< m. 
Suppose U is a n-tuple in ^# and, for each positive integer k, Uk is a n-tuple in V#^(C), then 
we say w£ converges to U in distribution if p(u~k) —> p(U) for all *-monomials p. 
A family {^i},eA of unital subalgebras of ^# is called free if T(aia2-a«) = 0 whenever 
aj € JtXi, X\ 7^  12 / • • • ^ i« and T(a,) = 0 for any /. 
A family {a/^eA of elements of Jt is free if the *-algebras they generate form a free family. 
Corollary 1.8. Let M,m be positive integers ande > 0. Suppose \M is ayon Neumann algebra 
with a faithful trace %. Suppose X\,.. .,XS are commuting normal operators in Jt, U\,..., U„ are 
free Haar unitary elements in Jt and {X\ ,...,Xs},{U\,...,Un} are free. For any positive integer k, 
let {x(k, 1),..'., x{k, s)}bea set of commuting normal kxk matrices such that sapkj \\x(k, j) \\ < M 
arid 
Xx(k,l)i..:,xik,s))-^-{Xl,:,.,Xs) 
in distribution as k —> °°. 
• Y 
&k = {(vi,• • • ,v„) € %" : (*(*, 1),...,x(k,s),vi,...,vn) 6 rM(Xi,...,Xs,Ui,...,[/„;m,M)}, 
then 
lim^(^) = l. 
k—too 
Lemma 5.2 [44] follows directly from the corollary above. 
We end this chapter with one last corollary. 
12 
Corollary 1.9. Let M, m be positive integers and £ > 0. Suppose J£ is a von Neumann al-
gebra with a faithful trace z. Suppose Xi,...,Xs are free normal operators in Jt. Suppose 
{x(k, 1),..., x(k,s)} is a set of normal k xk matrices such that sapkj\\x(k,j)\\ < M and, for 
1 <j <s, x(k,j) —* Xj in distribution as & —• °°. 
If 
®k = {(vi,. • •,v,) € %s : (v\x(k,l)vlt...ysx(k,s)vs) € TM(XU...,Xs;m,k,e)}, 
then 
lim *£(©*) = 1. 
13 
Chapter 2 
A Modified Version of Upper Free 
Orbit-Dimension of Finite von Neumann 
Algebras 
2.1 Introduction 
The theory of free entropy and free entropy dimension was developed by D. Voiculescu in the 
1990's and it is one of the most powerful and exciting new tools in the theory of von Neumann 
algebras. D. Voiculescu [44] [47] introduced the concept of free entropy in relation to his free 
probability theory and the concept of free entropy dimension, and he used them to prove that 
the free group factors do not contain Cartan subalgebras, which answered a long-standing open 
problem. Later this was generalized by L. Ge [14], who showed that the free group factors do 
not contain a simple masa. L. Ge [15] used free entropy to give the first example of a separable 
prime Hi factor. Later, L. Ge and J. Shen [17] computed the free entropy dimension of some Hi 
factors with property T, including ^f(SL(Z,2m +1)) (m < 1). Recently, D. Hadwin and J. Shen 
[24] introduced a new invariant, the upper free orbit-dimension of a finite von Neumann algebra, 
which is closely related to Voiculescu's free entropy dimension. Using their new invariant, they 
generalized and simplified the proofs of most of the applications of free entropy dimension to finite 
von Neumann algebras. 
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In this chapter we introduce a new invariant, £3, which is a modification of the upper free orbit-
dimension, £2; when £2 is defined, £3 = 00. £2. We then extend the domain of £3 to all finite von 
Neumann algebras that can be embedded into some ultrapower of the hyperfinite Hi factors. This 
includes algebras acting on nonseparable Hilbert spaces. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 2, we recall the definition of free 
orbit-dimension, and introduce a new invariant £3 on von Neumann algebras. In section 3, we 
prove: 
(m3(y) = &z{<S) when W*{y) = W*(&) (independence of the generators), 
(2) if jyx X\JV2 is diffuse, then £3 \{jYx U ^ ) " ) < £ 3 ^ ) + M^i), 
(3) £3 {W*{JV U {y})) < ^i{^Y) whenever there exist normal operators a and bixv^V without 
common eigenvalues such that ay . = yb^ 0. 
In section 4 we prove: 
(1) if {J%\ }xeA is a family of von Neumann algebras such that each M% has a central net of 
Haar untiaries, and a is a nontrivial ultrafilter on A, then &sij{tt*^x) — P, . • . ' 
(2) if J% is a von Neumann algebra with a central net of Haar unitaries, then £3 {M) — 0, 
(3) if F is a free group with the standard generating set G satisfying \G\ > 2, then ^(^f) = op, 
(4) if JY\ andtAi are mutually commuting diffuse subalgebras of J(, then &3(W*(<A\ U ^ ) ) == 
0, 
(5) if Jt is a Hi factor and ^ ( ^ # ) = «>, then J£ is prime (i.e., cannot be written as a tensor 
product of two Hi factors). 
In section 5, we show how our invariant leads naturally to a canonical decomposition of torsion-
free groups into a union of certain self-normalizing subgroups so that the intersection of any two of 
them is {e}. We completely describe this decomposition for free groups, and we present a related 
question for the free group factor JZf2. , 
All of the free entropy concepts require that the von Neumann algebra ^# under consideration 
can be tracially embedded into an ultrapower of the hyperfinite Hi factor. Throughout this chapter, 
we assume that all the von Neumann algebras we consider can be so embedded. 
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2.2 Preliminaries 
First we recall the definition of 8.2 introduced by D. Hadwin and J. Shen [24], then we intro-
duce our new invariant £3. 
Recall that ^ ( C ) is the k x k full matrix algebra with entries in C, and T* is the normalized 
trace on ^ ( C ) , i.e., xk = \Tr, where Tr is the usual trace on ^ t ( C ) . Let % be the group of all 
unitary matrices in ^it(G) and ^fc(C)n denote the direct sum of n copies of ^ t ( C ) . Define || • H2 
o n ^ ( C ) " b y .. • '...•";" 
| | ( A l 5 . . . ,An)f2 = fjt(AjAi) + . . . •+ -ck{A*nAn) •:•.'•;•.""•' 
forair(Ai , . . , ,A n) in^t(C)". 
For every co > 0, define the co-ball Ball(B\ ,...,Bn;co) in ^f/t(C)n to be the subset of ^ t ( C ) " 
consisting of all(Ai,... ,AW) in ^)t(C)" such that 
',•...;';. | | (Ai ) . . . )A„)-(B 1 , . . . ,B„) | |2<». 
Define the co-orbit-ball & (By,. ..,B„;co) in ^ ( C ) n to be the subset of ^ ( C ) " consisting of all 
(Ai,.... ,A„) in ^k(C)n such that there exists some unitary matrix W in % satisfying 
\\(Au...,An)-(WBlW\:..\WBnWn\\2<co. : 
Suppose E C JVk(C)n, co > 0. Define the covering number V2(£, co) to be the minimal number 
of co-balls that cover E with the centers of these co-balls in E; define the co-orbit covering number 
v(E, co) to be the minimal number of co-orbit-balls that cover E with the centers of these co-orbit-
balls in E. 
Let Jt, be a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state x and *i ,*2, • • • ,*n be elements in Jt. 
For any R, e > 0, and positive integers m and k, recall that T ^ i , . . . ,xn;m,k, s) is the subset of 
J?k(C)n consisting of all (Ai,... ,A„) in ^ ( C ) n such that \\Aj\\ < R for 1 < j< n, and 
| ^ ' . . . A j ) - T ( ^ - ^ ) | < e ) 
for all 1 < h,..., J9 < n, all Tji,..., r)q e{ 1, *} andall q with 1 < q < m. 
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Define 
^ 1 , . . . , ^ m , g , a ) ^ ) = l i m s u p l 0 g ( v ( r j ? ( j : i ' ; 2 ; ' ^ ; m ' f c ' £ ) ' ( 0 ) ) 
*-«» -W log co 
fi,(xi,...,xn;(D,R) = inf fi.(x-i,...,xn;m,£,(0,R) 
m€N,e>0 
R(x\ ,...,*„;©) = sup£(*i,..., x„; co, R) 
R>0 
#2(*i ,...,xn)= sup £(*i,...,xn;<o) 
0<(0<1 
D. Hadwin and J. Shen [24] also defined ^2(^1, • • • ,xn : y\ > • • • ^p) for all jti,... ,x„, y\ 
in the von Neumann algebra Jt as follows. Let 
YR{x\,... ,xn: yi,... .ypjm, k, e) 
= {(Ax,..., An) € ^k(C)n : there exist B\,..., Bp in ^ t (C) 
such that (Ai,...,A„,Bi,.. .,BP) e I^fa, . . . , w i . • • • ,yP',m,k,e)} , 
£(*!,...,*„ :yi,...,;^;m,£,G),/?)=lirnsup — ^ — 
jfc—*oo * log CO 
£(*I , . . . , J : B :y\,..., yp;co,R) = inf £(*i,...,x„ :yi,.. .,yp;m,s,co,R) 
meN,e>0 
£(*i,...,xn :yi,...,yp;co) = supR{x\,...,x„;co,R) 
R>0 
&2(xi,..-,x»:yi,...,yp)= sup 8(xi,...,xn;a>) 
0«D<1 
Remark 2.1. From the definition, it is clear that 
(1) £ 2 ( * i , • • - , * « : y i » • • • > » ) > # 2 ( * i , • • • ,xn •• yi, • • • ,yP,yP+i), 
(2)iffi2(xi,...,xn:xi,...,x„+j) =0(j> 0), then 
&i(xi,...,x„-i :x\,...,xn+j) = 0. 
Let 00 • 0 = 0. For any subset ^  of Ji, define 
&3(x\,...,xn :^S) = inf{oo^2(^i,---)^« -A) : A is a finite subset of Sf}, 
£3(^) = sup inf <x>-8.2{E:F). 
E<Z<S FQ& 
E is finite F is finite 
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When <S is finite, it is not difficult to see that 
£3 (x\, • • •, Xn : if) = °° • £2 (*i, • • •, xn : # ) 
and 
£3(#)=«»-a2(#). 
Note that the value of £3 {x\,... ,xn : y\,... ,yp) or £3 (x\,...,;c„) is always 0 or °°. 
2.3 Key properties of £3 
Theorem 2.2. If Jt is a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state x, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(7)£3M0 = 0; 
(2) ifx\ ,...,xne Jt, then there exist y\,... ,yt G J( such that ^2(^1, • • • ,xn • y\, • • • Jt) = 0; 
(3) for any generating set if ofJK, &3(if) = 0; 
(4) there exists a generating set if ofJ% such that ^(if) = 0; 
(5) if& is a generating set of Jt, and AQ is a finite subset ofif, then, for any finite subset A 
with A^CACif, there exists a finite subset B ofif so that &i{A : B) = 0; 
(6) there is an increasing directed family {J^i : 1 G A} of von Neumann subalgebras of Jt 
such that 
(a) each Jtx is countably generated, 
(b)&3Wi)=0, 
(c) J( = UjeA^i. 
Proof. It is clear that (1)^(2), (3)=>(4) and (3)=K5). 
(4)=K2) Suppose if is a generating set of J( and &i{if) = 0. Let (o > 0 and x\,... ,xn be any 
elements in Jt'. Then there exist polynomials p\,...,p„ and elements y\,... ,ys in if such that 
||(xi,...,x„) - (pi(yx,...,ys),...,pn{y\, • • • ,y*))|| < j . 
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For any given R > 0, if (A b . . . ,AS), (Bu... ,BS) in JZk{C)s and \\Aj\\, \\Bj\\ < R for all 1 < j < 
s, then there exists a positive integer N such that 
\\{pi{Ai,...,As),...,pn(Ai,...,As))-(pi(Bi,...,Bs),...,pn(Bi,...,Bs))\\2 
< N\\(Au...,As)-(Bh...,Bs)\\2. 
Since £3 (£f) = 0 and yi , . . . ,ym are in Sf, there exist y i , . . . ,yt (t > s) in ^ such that 
Myu---,ys-yu---,yt)=o. 
Let fl > max{||y,-||, ||*,-||: 1 <i<n,l <j <t}. Note that if 
(Ai, . . . ,An ,B\ , . . . ,B t)e rR(x\,...,xn,yh...,yt;m,k,e), 




It follows that there is a set A and a subset {(B^,.. .,B%): A € A} of I"/{(yi ,...,ys:y\,... ,yt;m,k, e) 
with 
card(A) < v{T(yu...,y*: yi,. . . ,y t;m,k,e), — ) . 
That means, for every (Ai,...,An,B\,...,Bt) € TR(X\,...,x„,yi,...,yt;m,k,e), there is a A € A 
and a unitary k x k matrix U such that 
\\(Bh...,Bs)-U*(Bl...,B$)U\\2<^. 
7* 1 „ /'D^- D M ~ ln%- D A . V - " " 
That gives 
| | ( A 1 , . . . A n ) - ( / * ( / ? 1 ( 5 f ) . . . , ^ ) , . . . , / ? „ ( ^ , . . . , ^ ) ) f / | | 2 < 2 . 
It follows that, if e is sufficient small and m is sufficient large, then for any k G N, 
v(rj;(xi,... ,xn: y i , . . . ,y< ;m,ft, e), co) 
-k2\ogco 
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< . logo) \ v{r(yu...,ys:yu...,yt;m,k,£),(0/4N) 
\og((o/4N)J -k2log((»/4N) ( 
If we take k—><x> and take the infimum over m and £, we get 
&2(x\,...,x„:yh...,yt;(o) 
= 0. 
Hence, we have &z(xi > • • • ,xn : >i, • • • ,yt) = 0. 
(2)=>(3) Suppose (2) is true, and suppose X\,... ,xn are elements of some generating set & of 
Jt. Then there exist y\,...,yt'm.Jt such that &i{x\ ,--,xn: yi,... ,y,) = 0. 
Suppose £0 > 0, mo € N, and 0 < co < 1. We can choose wi , . . . , ws in <S and polynomials 
pi,...,pt so that each \\yj — Pj{w\,..., ws) H2 (1 < j < t) is small enough to make 
\T(q(xh...,x„,yi,...,y,))-x(q(xi,...,xn,pi(wh--• ,ws),...,p((wi,...tws)))\ < —, 
for every monomial q with length at most mo. 
When m is sufficient large, e is sufficient small, if 








&(xi,...,xn : wi,...,ws;(o) <2R(xi,...,xn :yx,...,yt;mo,eo,ca). 
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Then we get 
£(*i , . . . , xn : w i,.:.., ws; (o) < 2&{x\,..., xn : yx,..., yt; (0). 
Therefore 
&2{x\ ,--,xn: wi,... ,ws) < 2&2{x\,... ,x„ : y\,... ,y,) = 0, 
Thus ^2(*i,.•"••,xn : w\,-..,ws) = 0. From the definition, £3(^)•= 0. 
(5)=K6) Suppose Ao C {x\,... ,xn} C <S. From (4), there exists a family {BQ,B\,.,..} of finite 
subsets of <£ such that 
&2,(Xi,..:,Xn :BQ)= 0, 
and for any positive integer n, 
fiz(xi,...,xn,Bo,...,Bn-i:Bn)=0. 
Let <£ be the set {JCI, ... ,x„} UU~=0B„ and JV be the von Neumannsubalgebra generated by <S. 
Then JY is countably generated. 
Let A C Sf be a finite subset. Then there exists a positive integer m, so that AC {xi,... ,xn} U 
BoU---UBm. Since :: 
• ^2.(^1, v,^»>5o,-...,Bm :fim+i) = 0, 
by Remark 2.1, we have 
£2(A:fl„) = 0. 
It follows that £3 (Sf) = 0 . Therefore £3 (JV) = 0 by the equivalence of.(1 j and (4). 
It is not difficult to see that the union of all suchyf's is Jt. 
(6)=>(2) Supposejci,...,Jt„ are elements of J(. From (5), there exists {ii,...,i„} C A such 
thatjci e^f i , , . ..,xne^in. Since \Jtx: 1 e A} is an increasing directed family, there exists 1 € A, 
such that ^#i r , . . . ,J?in Q J?i and 8.3(^1) = 0. Therefore there existy\,... ,ym G 4 £ -^ such 
that^2(^i,---,-«n:>'i,...,vm)=0. • 
Remark 2.3. If Jt is finite generated, then &3(J?) = 0 is equivalent to &i{Jt) = 0. 
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Corollary 2.4. Suppose JZ is a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state %, <$ is a generating set 
ofJt. Then Sk{JT) = £3(#). 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose {^I}IEA is an increasingly directed family of von Neumann algebras. 
Then ^3(Ut^fi) < liminfj £3 (./#,). 
Remark 2.6. To see that Corollary 2.5 gives the best estimate, note that J?F2 ®££ 
= U „ ( = 2 F 2 ® ^ 2 " ( C ) ) and&3{J^2®&) = 0, but £3(.£ft2® ^2«(C)) =°° for every n. 
To prove Theorem 2.13, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.7. Let J? be a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state T. Suppose x\, .... xn,y\, ..., 
yp, w\,..., wt are elements of <M andx\,... ,xn € W*(y\,... ,yp). Then, for co>0, 
8.(yi,...ryP:wu...,wt;cD)=Si(yi,...,yp:xi,...,xn,wu...,Wt;(o). 
Proof. It is not hard to get the ">" part. 
Assume £o >0, mo€N,/?> 1. Since JCI,..., xn € W*(yi,...,yp), there exist m\ eNandei >0 
and a family of noncommutativepolynomialsq\,...,q„ such that 
|| (qi (yt,'... ,yp),..., qn{y\,... ,yp)) -(xu...,x„) ||2 is so small that for any m > mi and 0 < e < £i, 
we have, for any fc e N, 
{(Ah...,Ap,qi(Ai,...,Ap),...,qn(Ai,...,Ap),C\,...,Q): 
(Au...,Ap,Ci,...,Q)€rR{yu...,yp,wi,...,wt;m,k,e)} 
Q TR{yu...,yp,x\,-• • ,xn,wu...,wt;mo,k,eo), 
which implies 
^R(y\,• • • ,yP • wi,• • • ,wt;m,k,e) crR(yi,...,yp :xi,...,x„,wi,...,w,;mo,k,So). 
Therefore £(yi,...,yp : wi,...,wt;co) < £(yi,...,yp:xi,...,x„,wi,...,w{;(»). • 
The following lemma is a slight extension of Theorem 1 in [24]; the proofs are similar. 
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Lemma 2.8. Let x\,... ,xn,y\,... ,yp, w\,..., wt be elements in a von Neumann algebra Jt with a 
tracial state x, and W*(x\,... ,xn) = W*(y\,... ,yp). Then 
£3(*i, • • • ,xn : wi,. . . ,wt) = &}{yu. ..,yp:wi,...,w,). 
Proof. If &3(xi,...,xn : w\,...,wt) and &3(yi,---,yP :w\,...,wt) are both infinity, then they 
are equal. If one of them is zero, say it ^3(^1 ,...,xn : w\,...,wt), then we need to prove that 
&3(yi,'--,yP:wi,...,wt) = 0. 
For every 0 < ft)< 1, there exists a family of noncommutative polynomials qi,.,.,qp, such that 
II(yi,• • • ,yP) -{q\(x\,• • • ,Xn),...,qP(xi,...,xn))H2 < j -
For such a family of polynomials q\,...,qp and every R > 0, there always exists a constant D > 1, 
depending only on q\,..., qp and R, such that 
\\(qi{A1)...,An),...,qp(Ai,...,An))-(q\(Bh---,Bn),...,qp(Bu...,Bn))\\2 
< D\\(Au...,An)-(Bu...,Bn)\\2, 
for all A\,..., An, Bi,...,Bn in JKk{C) satisfying \\Aj||, \\Bj|| < R, for 1 < j < n. 
For R > 1, m and k sufficiently large, £ sufficiently small, if 
(fli,... ,Bp,Ai,... ,An) e TR (yi,... ,yp,xi,. ..,xn:wi,...,wt;m,k,e), 
then 
||(Bi,...,BP) -(q\(Au...,A„),...,qP(Au...,An)) ||2 < j -
It is clear that (Ai,...,An) G r^(xi , . . . ,.*„ : w\,..., wt;m,k, e). 
There exists a set {<%{A\,... ,A^;^)}AeAj fc of ^-orbit-balls that cover TR{X\, . ..,xn:wi,...,wt; 
m,k,s) with the cardinality of Aft satisfying |Ajt| = v(FR(x\,...,xn : wi,...,Wt;m,k,e),-^). Thus 
there exists some A e A/t and U G ^  such mat 
| | (A 1 > . . .>A l l)- t / (Af, . . . ,Aj)I /* | | 2<^-. 
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Hence, we get 
0 < R(yi,...,yp:xi,...,xn,wi,...,w,;a>,R) 
< inf l imsup i^M-
meN,e>0 *_,„ — k^logCO 
inf limsup log(v(rR(xi,• • • ,xn : wx,...tw,m,kte)t$)) 
m€N,e>Q £_,<» —k2 log CO 
= 0. 
Therefore &2{y\,---,yp :x\,...,x„,w\,...,wt) = 0. From Lemma 2.7, weget £2 (yi, •••>)> : 
wi,...,w,)=0. SoR3(y\,---,yP:wi,---,w,)=0- D 
Definition 2.9. A unitary matrix A in ^ )t(C) w called a Haar unitary matrix if the eigenvalues of 
A are the k-th roots of unity; equivalently, ifZk{A') = Ofor 1 < i < k and tk{Ak) = 1. 
Lemma 2.10 ([43]). Let V\, V2 fee two Haar unitary matrices in ^ ( C ) . For every 8 > 0, /er 
0(Vi,V2;5) = {£/ e %: ||l/Vx -V2U\\2 < 8}. 
Then, for every 0<8<r, v2(Cl(VuV2;8),f) < (^)4rk\ 
Definition 2.11. Suppose Jt is a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state T. Then a unitary u 
in J% is called a Haar unitary if x{um) = 0 when m ^ 0. In addition, J? is called diffuse if J( 
contains a Haar unitary. 
The following lemma is a slight extension of Theorem 6 in [24], and the proofs are similar. 
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Lemma 2.12. Let x\,...,x„,y\,... ,yp, v\,..., vs, w\,..., wt be elements in a von Neumann algebra 
J( with a tracial state x. ^ ^ ^ ^ . . . ^ n W ^ i , . . . , ^ ) is diffuse, then 
&3(xi,...>Xn,yi,..-,yP:vi,...,vs,wi,...,wt) 
< A3(xi,...,xn:vu...,vs) + ^3(yi,...,yp:w1,...,wt). 
Proof. If one of ^ s(xi,...,xn : vi,...,v5) and^3(yi,.. -,yp:w\,...,wt) is infinity, then we are 
done. 
Now suppose &3(xi, •. • ,xn :v\,... ,vs) = &3{yi, • • • ,yp :w\,... ,wt) = 0. Since W*(x\ ,...,*„) n 
W*(y\,... ,yp) is diffuse, we can find a Haar unitary u in W*(x\,... ,xn) fl W*(y-[,... ,yp). 
ForR> 1 + maxi</<rt)i<7<p{||jc(-||, \\yj\\}, 0 < <o < ^ , 0 < r < 1 and £ > 0, m,k e N. Suppose 
(Au...,An,Bh...,Bp,U)erR(xi,...>x„)yi,...,yp,u:vi,...,vs,wi,...,wt;m,k,£). 
Then 
(Ai,...,An,U) eTR(xi,...,xn,u: vu...,vs,wu...,wt;m,k,e) 
and 
(Bh...,Bp,U)erR(yi,...,yp,u:vi,...,vs,wi,...,w,;m,k,e). 
Let {W{A\,... ,An>UXY>%m}i£hk be a set of ^-orbit-balls that cover T/e^i,... ,xn,u:v\,...,vs, 
w\,...,wt;m,k,e) with the cardinality of A* satisfying 
r(0 
\Ak\ = v(rR(xu...>xn,u:vi,...,vs,w1,...,wl;m,k,e);—). 
Also let {^(B^,...,B^,Ua);j^}X€Zk be a set of £§-orbit-balls that cover rR(yu...,yp,u : 
v\,...,vs,w\,.. .,wt;m,k,e) with the cardinality of E^  satisfying 
rdi 
\Zk\ = v(rR(yh...jp,u:vh...,vs,wi,...,wr,m,k,£)\—). 
When m is sufficiently large and £ is sufficiently small, by Theorem 2.1 in [20], we can assume 
that all Ux, Ua to be Haar unitary matrices in Jtk(C). 
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For any 
(Au ••• ,An,B\,... ,BptU) erR{xh... ,xn,yi,... ,yp,u : v\,... ,vs,wi,... ,wt;m,k,£), 





||WiI/AWi* - W2UaW2*\\2 = \\WjWiUx -UaW2*Wi\\2 < 12R 
From Lemma 2.10, there exists a set {Ball(Uxt<Jt7, ^)}yeAk in % which cover £*(£/*, ^CT; f^) 




Then we get 
R(xi,...,xn,yi,...,yp,u:vi,...,vs,wi,...,w,;2n(0,R) 
log(\Ak\\Zk\\Ak\) 
< inf limsup 
< Ar 
meN,e>o
 k _ „ / -fc2log(2na)) 
log(18/?)-logcu 
• log(2nco) 
Because r is an arbitrarily small positive number, we have 
£3(*i,... ,-Wi,• • • ,yP,u • vi,• • • ,v„wi,... ,wt) = 0. 
Note that W*(;ci,... ,xn,y\,... ,yp, u) = W*(x\,... ,x„,y\,... ,yp), by Lemma 2.8, we have 
ft3(xu...,xn,yi,...,yp:vh...,vs,wu...,wt)=0. 
• 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.13, Suppose J{ is a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state T, J/\ and J/2 are von 
Neumann subalgebras of J%. If J/[C\J2 is diffuse, then 
Proof. If one of &?,{J/\) and £3 (</*•£) is infinity, then we are done. 
Now suppose &i{J/{) = &i{J/2) = 0 and a is a Haar unitary in J/\ n J/2. Let & = J/\\J 
Jz and Ao = {«}. Then '# is a generating set of J(. Suppose AQ C A C ^ and A is finite, 
write A = {*i,...,xn,M,yi,...,;yp} with xi,...,x„ € J/i andyi,...,yp e ^ . Since ^{J/{) == 
&3{J/i) = 0. there exist vi,... ,vs' €'«^i, wi,.... ,wt €•«/•£ such that JRafe •••• • ,•«»,«: Vr> •••,vs)= 0. 
and %(yi,... ,yp, u : wx,..., wt) ~ 0. 
Because ueW*(x\,... ,x„, u) n W*(yi,... ,yp,u), then from Lemma 2.12, we know that 
&i(A:vu--,Vs,wl,...,wt) 
= &2{xh...>xn,u,yi,...,yp:vh...,vs,wu..,,wt) 
•'• = 0 . ' ' - • : 
Therefore, by Theorem2,2, £3((JiuJi)")=0. D 
Lemma 2.14. ([9], Lemma 17) Suppose J( is a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state t, x is 
a normal element in M such that x has no eigenvalues. Then there is a self adjoint element y with 
the uniform distribution on [0,1] such that W*(x) =W*(y). 
Lemma 2.15. ([9], Lemma 18) Suppose n,ni,p € N, 1 < n\ <n and p > 2. Suppose A is a 
diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are $-,£-,- •• >^ > — V " •>—L ond B is any' self adjoint 
nxnmatrixwith^<B<\. Supposed <e<\, and ^-<4ep~v. Let 
L(A,B,eP) = {We^n:\iW\\<l,\\AW-WB2\\2<eP}. 
Then v2(L(A,B,eP),e) < (f)16"2^1 . 
Theorem 2.16. Let J( be a von Neumann algebra with a tracial state x. Suppose J/ is a von 
Neumann subalgebra of J£ andy is an element in M. If a, b are normal operators in J/ such 
that a andbhave no common eigenvalues and ay = yb^ 0, then 8,3 (W* (J/ U {)>})) < ^(J^)-
27. 
Proof. There is no loss in assuming thaty,a,b have norm at most 1. 
If 8.3(JV) is infinity, then we are done. So we can assume &I(JV) = 0. 
Since ay = yb, by the Putnam-Fuglede theorem, we have a*y = yb*. Then for any polyno-
mial p, p(a,a*)a = ap(b,b*). Therefore for every bounded Borel function <p : C —»• C, (p(a)y = 
y<p(b). If A € op(a), then the spectral projection %{x)(b) is 0. If a is diagonal, then y = ly = 
Lx€op(a)X{X}(a)y =yLxeal,(a)X{X}(b) = 0. So a can not be diagonal, therefore we can write 
a = d®c, where d is diagonal and c has no eigenvalues. From Lemma 2.14, there is a self-adjoint 
element Co with the uniform distribution such that W*(c) — W*(CQ), thus there is some Borel func-
tion Ysuch thatco = y(c) and y/(d) — —1,0 < y{b)< 1. Since y{a)y = ( -1 ®co)y = yy(b), we 
can replace —1 ©Co with a, \f{b) with b. Hence we can assume b is selfadjoint and a = — 1 ©Co 
with T(O") = ( - l ) n ( l - a) + a/o1 fn ,^ where a = 1 - T(1 ©0). 
For each n £ N, define the diagonal matrix A„ with eigenvalues 
J _ _J2_ jna] _ _ 
•[na]'[na]':"'[na)> ' ' ' " ' •• ' 
where [na] denotes the greatest integer function of na. It is not hard to show that ^(AJJ1) = 
verging to /J tmdt. Hence T„(/(A„)j —»• z(f'(a)) as n —> °o. Choose matrix fi„ €^#„(C) such that 
0 < Bn < 1 and Bn converges in distribution to b as n —> °°. 
LetJCi,..., xn be elements in JV. Then there exist y\,...,yp'm.jV such that 
•' '- £ 2 ( * i , " - , * n : y i , . . . , ; y p ) = 0 . 
For any 0 < w < 1,0 < r < 1, R > 1, m 6 N, e > 0 and W N , there exists aset {^(T^,. :.,T^,AX, 
BX> *$)}xeAk of ^-orbit-balls in ^k(C)k+2 that cover r« ( i i , . . . ,*„,a,b : y i , . . . ,yp;m,k, e) with 
the cardinality of A/t satisfying 
\Ak\=v(rR{xi,---,Xn,a,b:yi,...,yp;m,k,e),—). 
When m is sufficiently large and e is sufficiendy small, we can assume that A* to be A^ and £ to 
be{Ux)*BkUx for some unitary matrix U. 
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For m is sufficiently large and e (< ^ ) is sufficiently small, when {T\,..., Tn,A,B,C) € TR(XI , 
...,xn,a,b,y:yi,...,yp;m, k, e), it follows from Lemma 4 in [9] that we can assume that ||C|| < 1. 
In addition, it is clear that \\AC — CB\\2 < e and (T\,...,Tn,A,B) £TR(XI, ... ,xn,a,b : yi,...,yp; 
m,k,e). So there exist some X € A* and V e f t such that 
| |(r1 , . . . ,r„,A )JB)-(VT1V,...,vrn; ly*,yA fcv*,v([/Ar^(/V*)||2<^. 
Hence 
\\AkV*CV-V*CVU*BkU\\2 = \\VAkV*C-CV{UA)*BkUKV*\\2 < l\*u 7 ^ T — -
 r 0 ) 
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Then, by Lemma 2.15, mere exists a set {Ball{Ca,®)}o<=zk of f-balls that cover {W e ^ t : 




\\V*CV-Ca\\2 = \\C-VCaV*\\2< 4 
\\(Th...,Tn,C)-(VTlxV*,...,VT£v*,VCaV*)\\2<j. 
Therefore 
v(rR(xu...,xn,y: a,b,yu...,yp);(o) < \Ak\ • \Lk\. 
Hence, we get 
0 < &(xi,...,xn,y:a,btyi,...,ypi<o,R) 
< mi hmsup r~-, 
meN,e>0 ^n -kllog(0 
<
 M limsaf( M { M + ^ ( l o g 2 4 -logo,) 
meN,e>0
 k_too \ —k2 log CO —k2 log CO 
. logflAfcl) . ^ log24- log a 
= inf hmsup—^——+ 32r—=—-
meN,e>0 £_,„ —kllogco —logto 
3 2 r log24- log co 
-logco 
Since r is an arbitrarily small positive number, we have &{x\,... ,xnty : a, b,y\ ,...,yp;(0,R) = 0, 
whence, 8.2{xi,--.,xn,y: a,b,y\,...,yp) = 0. Therefore, by theorem 2.2, £3 {Jt) = 0 . • 
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Corollary 2.17. Let Jibe a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace x. Suppose a,X\, ...,xn are 
• „ • ' r 
elements in J( such that a is a normal element without eigenvalues, and axi = xiafor all \<i< n. 
Then 
&${x\1.:.,xn:u) = 0 
Using the similar idea in the proof of Theorem 2.16, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.18. Suppose Jt is a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace % and Jt — {JV', u}", 
where JV is a von Neumann subalgebra of Jt, u is a unitary element of Jt. Let {vi, V2,...} be a 
family ofHaar unitary elements and {w\, wz, • •.} be a family of unitary elements in Jf such that 
\\vnu — uw„\\2 —* 0. Then $.•${/#£) < &$(JV). 
In particular, ifv and w are Haar unitary elements in JV such that vu = uw, then ^(J^) < 
2.4 Applications 
Suppose A is an infinite set. An ultrafilter a on A is a collection of subsets of A such that the 
empty set 0 ^ a, a is closed under finite intersections, and, for each subset A of A, either A e a 
or A\ A € cc. One example of an ultrafilter is obtained by choosing an i in A and letting a be 
the collection of all* subsets of A that contain i, Such an ultrafilter is called principal; ultrafilters 
not of this form are called free. We will call an ultrafilter a nontrivial if it is free and there exists 
a decreasing sequence in a whose intersection is empty. Free ultrafilters on an countable set are 
always nontrivial. 
Suppose X is another set, / : A —> X isa mapping and E C X. we say that /( i) is eventually in E 
alongaif/-1^/?) = {i e A:/(i) eE} ea. If X is a topological space, we say that /( i) converges 
to x (in X) along a, denoted by limi^a/fi) = x, if /( i) is eventually in each neighborhood of x. It 
is well known that if X is a compact Hausdorff space, the limi_>a /(i) always exists in X for every 
/ : A—•£ and every ultrafilter a on A. 
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Let a be a nontrivial ultrafilter on A. Suppose JZX is a finite von Neumann algebra with a 
faithful trace %x. Let T L ^ i be the /""-product of the ^#t's, ^ — {{.*,} : \vca.i^a%x{x\xl) = 0}. 
Then define the ultraproduct Y[a Jtx of ^#t to be [liei -^ilj? • 
When ^ i = ^ for all i, then n " -^i is called the ultrapower of ^#, denoted by ^ a . 
Let ^# be a Hi factor with the faithful trace x. For every £ > 0, and any elements x\ ,X2, • • • ,x„ 
mJt,\i there exists a unitary u e Jt with T(M) = 0 such that ||«x,- — JC,M||2 < £ for every /, then we 
say that Jihasproperty T. 
It is well-known that if ^ is a Hi factor with property T, then there exists a central sequence 
{v„} of Haar unitary elements inJt, i.e., ||v„;e —JCV„||2 —> 0 for every *•€ ./#. 
If a von Neumann algebra acts on a very large Hilbert space, it may not contain any nontrivial 
central sequences, but it may contain a central net, i.e., a net {xx } in ^ # such that \\xxa•— a*;, ||2 —» 
0 for every a e ^#. Equivalently, ^# has a central net if and only if, for every £ > 0 and for every 
finite subset F C jjf, there is a Haar unitary u such that ||wfl — aw|J2 < £ for every a e.F. 
Theorem 2.19. Suppose {J^xYkzh w a family of von Neumann algebras such that each Jixhas 
a central net of Haar untiaries. Let a be a nontrivial ultrafilter on A. Then 
Proof. Suppose JCI, .... ,xn are any elements i a n 0 . ^ , , and *,•.= {JC^}«. Since a is nontrivial, 
there exists a decreasing sequence {Ajt}"=1 in a whose intersection is empty, and A\ = A. If 
A € Ajt/Ajt-i, since J?x, has a central net of Haar unitaries, then there exists a Haar unitary u% € 
Jtx such that H^MA, •" "A^AII* < £ for 1 < i < n. Then « = {w;i}a defines a Haar unitary that 
commutes with JCI ,... ,xn. By Corollary 2.17, ^2(^1, • ••,xn:u)= 0. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, 
•s3(na^)=o. . • 
( 
! • . • ' • 
Remark 2.20. Suppose M is a diffuse finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace T. We can 
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T 
define a numerical invariant y(^) by 
sup inf max \\au — ua\\. 
aeF 
F C baU(Jt) u is a 
F finite Haar unitary 
It is clear that y{J?) = 0 if and only if Ji has a central net of Haar unitaries and that y(^) < 2. 
F. Murray and J. von Neumann [30] found a lower bound for y(JZ$n)for n>2. (Of course, they 
did not use our terminology.) It is not difficult to modify the proof of Theorem 2.19 to prove that if 
y{J?\) -*• 0 along the ultrafilter a, then &s{\{a ^ x) = 0. 
Lemma 2.21. [22] Suppose Jt is diffuse, countably generated and has a central sequence of Haar 
unitaries. Then there is a central sequence {u„} of mutually commuting Haar unitaries in J(. 
Theorem 2.22. lfj( is a von Neumann algebra with a central net of Haar unitaries, then £3 (^C) = 
0. 
Proof. Suppose xi,...,xn € M. Then there is a sequence {un} of Haar unitaries so that if 
ae {xi,...,xn,u\,U2,-.-}, then 
\\aun-u„a\\2-*0, 
i.e., inductively choose un so that \\aun — una\\2 < 1/n for a € {x\,...,x„,u\,U2,...wn-i}• Hence 
{«„} is a central sequence in the von Neumann algebra Jf generated by {xi,...,x„, u\,U2,-.•}. 
It follows from Lemma 2.21 that there is a central sequence {v„} of commuting Haar unitaries 
in JV. Then we get £3 ({vi, V2,...}") = 0. We can choose unitaries {w\,..., wm} that generate 
W* (JCI ,... ,JC„) , and, using Theorem 2.18, we inductively get £3 ( {wj,..., Wj, v\, v2, • • •}"J = 0 
for \<j<m. Hence, there exist y\,..., yp € Jf such that 
&2(xi,...,xn:yh...,yp)=0. 
Therefore ^ 3 ( ^ ) = 0 . ° 
Theorem 2.23. Suppose F is a free group with the standard generating set G satisfying \G\ > 2 
and let JZ?F be the group von Neumann algebra generated by F. Then ^(JS^-) = °°. 
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Proof. For any g € F, we can view g as a unitary in J£f. Note that G generates jSfp. Let 
g\,- • • ,gn G G (n > 2), <mdyi,y2, ... ,;yjv € G. We will prove that n < 5(gi , . . .,g„ :yi,y2, • • • ,)>N)-
Since 
8(gi,• • •,gn :y\,yi,• • •,w) < 1 + #2(giV-; •.,gn.: vi ,y2 , . . . ,ys) , 
we will conclude that n — 1 < £2 (gii • • • ,gn '• y\,yi, • • -JN) • From this it follows that £3 (=2|) = 
£ 3 (G)=c». 
It follows from Theorem 13 in [9] that when we compute 5 we can replace the IVsets with the 
set of unitary elements in the T^-sets. Let 
Q-mk,e = W£JrNr\YR{gi,.. .,g„,yi,y2,---,yN;m,k,£), } 
&m,k,e = W£nrR(gi,...,gn:y1,y2,...,yN\m,k,£). 
ll(Ui,...,Un,Wi,...,WN)eClmU,^en(Ui,.:.,UnyeAmjCie.So 
Let jUjt denote Haar measure on % , n£ denote the corresponding product measure on %£. Then 
We know from Theorem 3.9 in [43] that $+N (Qw,ifc,e) •-*•* - ^ thus M* 0W,e) - • 1 as k -* °°. It 
follows that 
/it"(Am,t,e) < V2(A4|£)fl))/ii(fefll/(l,ffl)) < v2(Am,t]£,(a)(ffl)',t21 
so V2(AmAe,(0) > ^(AO T^e)(i)"*2 . 
By Lemma 1 in [24], 
- ; • . ^2(gi, • • • ,gn : J i , . • • ,y'N) > 8(gi, •.. ,gn : yi, • • •, ytr) - L 
Note that ' . . . . ' ' 
s, ^ , - , . . • • -,-• - log(v2(Am,fc,E,a>)) 
8{gi,...,gn:yu...,yN) = -1+hmsupinfhmsup , 2 t n o . , 
3 3 .- - •• ';•' 
. , . .. . ... l o g ^ C ^ n A e ) ) - " * 2 ^ © 
> -1+hmsupmflimsup *-* -pr- . 
0,-^0+ m'e *->«> -A^lOgCl) 
Since ^(Am>k>e) -* 1, we have 
•^2(gi,---,gn:yi )--- )>'iv)>n-l-
Thus^3(jSfG)=°°- D 
Theorem 2.24. Suppose Jt is a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace x, JY\ and jVi are 
mutually commuting diffuse subalgebras of Jt. Then ^(W*(A{ U<Ji)) = 0. 
Proof. Since JY\ and J¥I are diffuse, we can assume that JV\ = {ux '• A e A}" and JY-I = {va : 
a el.}" where u^, va are all Haar unitaries. For any finite subset E of A and finite subset F of E, 
l e t ^ j r = {ux,va : XeE,oeF}". Then £ 3 {JtE?) = 0 by Theorem 2.18. Let 
y = {J {J%E,F '• E is a finite subset of A, F is a finite subset of E}. 
It is clear that y generates W*(Jr\ U JY2). By Corollary 2.5, &*{&) = 0. Thus &3(W*(J*i U 
^ i ) ) = 0 by Corollary 2.4. • 
Corollary 2.25. If JV\ and J^. are diffuse von Neumann algebras, then &i(Jr\ <g) jfy) = 0. 
The following corollary was proved by S. Popa [38] and L. Ge [13]. 
Corollary 2.26. If Jt is a Hi factor and £3 {Jt) = °°, then Jt is prime. In particular, J&$ is prime 
for every free group F with the standard generating set G satisfying \G\ > 2.. 
Let Jt be a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace, <% {J%) be the set of all unitary elements 
in Jt'. For any subset y C Jt', define 
jv{y) = {U€&(J?): uyu* c yy, 
and 
y(y) = W*({y eJt: there exist two normal elements a, b 
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without common eigenvalues such that ay = yb ^ 0}) 
Suppose si is a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra of JZ, and a is an ordinal. Then define 
^«(<0 = { 
si a = 0 
(Ujs<a ^p(&f)) a is a limit ordinal 
^(Jjs(si)) if a = /? + !, 
and 
si a = 0 
^a(^) = I (Uj8<a Sp{sf))" a is a limit ordinal 
S(Sp{s/)) ifa = jB + l. 
The following theorem is a easy consequence of Theorem 2.18, Theorem 2.16 and Corollary 
2.5. 
Theorem 2.27. Let J? be a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace x and si be a diffuse 
subalgebra of M with ^(si)=0. Then, for any ordinal a, 
2.5 Applications to group theory 
Suppose Ji is a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace x and u is a Haar unitary in Jt. 
Define 
JTu = (U{yT : JT C JK,u € Jf ,&Z{JV) = 0})" 
to be the von Neumann subalgebra generated by the union of those subalgebras JV containing u 
such that &${JV) = 0. It follows from Theorem 2.13 that £3 (JQ = 0. Therefore JVU is the unique 
largest subalgebra containing u with &i(JQ = 0. 
Suppose 38 is a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra of ^# with &s{38) = 0. Since 38 is diffuse, 
there exists a Haar unitary w e 38. It is clear that J¥U is the largest subalgebra of Jt that contains 
^ whose £3 is 0. 
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If u,v are two Haar unitaries in JC such that ^UC\JVV is diffuse, then, by Theorem 2.13, 
#3 (M« U^K)") = 0. Therefore JVU^J^ by the maximality of JY« and JYV. Therefore, if JVU ^ 
JVV, then Jfu n JYV is not diffuse. 
By Theorem 2.27, it is clear that, for any Haar unitary u G J?, the normalizer of JVU is JVU. 
The above ideas have an interesting interpretation in discrete groups. Let G be a group and J% 
be the corresponding group von Neumann algebra. For any geG, we can view g as a unitary in 
JZ?G- If g is an element in G with infinite order, then g is a Haar unitary in ££G- If H is a subgroup 
ofGC£>G,\henH"^J?H. 
Suppose G is a discrete torsion-free group (i.e., the only element of finite order is identity) and 
5£G can be embedded into an ultrapower of the hyperfinite II i factor. F. Radulescu (see Proposition 
2.5 in [40]) proved that this is equivalent to G being algebraically embeddable in the unitary group 
of such an ultrapower. For any g e G\ {e}, let Hg be the subgroup generated by the set {H < G : 
geH,M^H)=0}-
By Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.18, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2,28. Let Gbe a torsion-free group with the unit e. The following statements hold: 
(1) {Hg\{e} :geG\{e}} is a partition of G\{e}, 
(2)foranyg€G\{e},ifhHgh~1CHg,thenheHg, 
(3)foranygeG\{e},ifheG\Hg,thenhHgnHgh = {h}. 
We call {Hg : g e G/{e}} the A^-decomposition of the torsion-free group G. Determining 
the ^3 -decomposition of a particular group involves both algebra and the theory of von Neumann 
algebras. In [24], there are many examples of groups G whose ^-decomposition is-{G}. We now 
provide a particular example. s 
Proposition 2.29. IfGis a free group, then, for any g G G \ {e}, Hg is a maximal cyclic subgroup of 
G containing g. In particular, ifgis one of the free generators, then Hg is the subgroup generated 
byg. 
Proof. Since every subgroup of free group is free, Hg is free. By definition of Hg we see that 
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#3 (=2^) = 0. Therefore, by Corollary 2.26, Hg cannot have more than one generator. That implies 
Hg is cyclic. By Theorem 2.1%, Hg must be a maximal abelian subgroup in G. • 
Let F2 be a free group generated by two standard generators u, v. We know that, in F2, Hu is 
the subgroup generated by u. This naturally raises the question. 
Question 1. In £fi$2, is,J/U = W*(w)? In other words, is W*(u) a maximal subalgebra of J?v2 
whose £3 isO? 
S. Popa [39] proved that W*(u) is maximal injective. An affirmative answer to the question 
above would imply Popa's result, since ^ ( ^ f ) = 0 whenever Jt is injective. This means that 
answering the question above is likely to be difficult. However, there are natural subquestions 
based on Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.16, respectively. 
Question la If Jt is a subalgebra of =£% with .63 («#) = G, and J ' nW* (u) is diffuse, then must 
wehave^#cw*(«)? i 
Question lb If y € «£%> and a,b eW*(ii) without common eigenvalues, such that, ya = by ^0, 
then must y be in W*(«)? 
We can give a partial solution to Question lb by showing that if w is a unitary in J£R2 that 
conjugates a Haar unitary in W*(u) into W*(u), then w € W*(u). 
Suppose that Jt and JY are von Neumann algebras and JV. C Jt. By a conditional expectation 
from Jt onto jV, we mean a positive linear mapping E : Jt —» JV such that 
d)£(/) = /, 
(2) E{x\yx-i) = x\E{y)%2, for any x\ ,X2 € JV and y € M. 
Define ^±<^ to be %{ab) = T(a)r(i>) for any a e srf and b e ^ . 
Theorem 2.30. Letu,v be standard generators ofJ£^r If SB is a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra 
ofW*(u), then 
{w : w is a unitary in -S%2,w*£Sw C W*(u)} C W*(u).'• 
1 
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Proof. Suppose 3£ is a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra of W*(u). Define 
JV = {w : w is a unitary in £f2,w*3lw C W*(u)}. 
It is sufficient to prove W* (a)-1 C JY^-. The proof is a modification of Lemma 2.5 in [38]. 
Let g be en element in W*^)1. It follows that gW*(u)g*±W*(u). 
Since & has no atoms, then, for any given e > 0, there exists an orthogonal family of projec-
tions e\,... ,en in S$ such that r(e;) < e for 1 < i < n. Let srfe be the von Neumann subalgebra 
generated by e\,... ,e„, % be the unique trace on JS%2, and E^>n^>f be the unique T-preserving 
conditional expectation from ^fp2 onto ^ n Jz% (i.e., T oiE^n.^ = T). 
For any w € JY , g£?eg*±wjrfew* since g^eg*±W*(«) and w#/ew* C w^vv* C W*(w). There-
fore, for 1 < / < n, 
T(w*gefg*we,-) = T{getg*weiw*) = T(g«ig*)T(wc,V) = x(e{)2. 
Summing up over i, we get 
\*(wg)\2 < \\E4nJ*2W\\l 
I i 
= L T(wgeig*w*ei) = £ T(e/)2 
i i 
< (maxr(^))y'T(ej)<e. 
Since e > 0 is arbitrarily small, x(wg) = 0. Therefore for any x e JY", x(x) = 0. Thus gLjY". D 
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Ghapter3 
Topological Free Entropy Dimension for 
Approximately Divisible C*-Algebras 
3.1 Introduction 
The class of approximately divisible C*-algebras was introduced by B. Blackadar, A. Kumjian 
and M. R0rdam in [3], where they constructed a large class of simple C*-algebras having trivial 
non-stable K-theory. They showed that the class of approximately divisible C*-algebras contains 
all simple unital AF-algebras and most of the simple unital AH-algebras with real rank 0, and every 
nonrauonal noncommutative torus. 
The theory of free entropy and free entropy dimension was developed by D. Voiculescu in the 
1990's. It has been a very powerful toolin the recent study of finite von Neumann algebras. In 
[48], D. Voiculescu introduced the notion of topological free entropy dimension of elements in a 
unital C*-algebra as an analogue of free entropy dimension in the context of C*-algebra. Recently, 
D. Hadwin and J. Shen [23] obtained some interesting results on topological free entropy dimen-
sions of unital C*-algebras, which includes the irrational rotation C*-algebras, UHF algebras and 
minimal tensor products of reduced free group C*-algebras. Thus it will be interesting to consider 
the topological free entropy dimensions for larger class of unital C*-algebras. One motivation of 
this chapter is to calculate the topological free entropy dimensions in the approximately divisible 
unital C*-algebras. 
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Note that Voiculescu's topological free entropy dimension is defined for the finitely generated 
C*-algebras. Therefore it is natural to consider the generator problem for approximately divisible 
unital C*-algebras before we carry out the calculation of the topological free entropy for approxi-
mately divisible unital C*-algebras. In fact the generator problem for C*-algebras and the one for 
von Neumann algebras have been studied by many people and many results have been obtained. 
For example, G. Olsen and W. Zarrie [31] showed that if srf is a unital separable C*-algebra and 
8$ is a UHF algebra, then M ® !% is generated by two self-adjoint elements in si'%SB' It is clear 
that such &4'-®38 is approximately divisible. In this chapter we obtain the following result (see 
Theorem 3.5), which is an extension of C. Olsen and W. Zame's result in [31]. 
Theorem: If sf is a unital separable approximately divisible C*-algebra, then srf is generated by 
two self-adjoint elements in••'$/, i.e., srf is singly generated. 
Next, we develop the techniques from [23] and compute the topological free entropy dimension 
of any finite family of self-adjoint generators of a unital separable approximately divisible C*-
algebra. More specifically, we obtain the following result (see Theorem 3.18). 
Theorem: Let sf be a unital separable approximately divisible C*-algebra. If <K/ ia a MF algebra, 
then 
1
 . • ' " ' ' • . 
Otop\X\,.. . ,Xn) = 1, 
where x\,...,xn is any family of self-adjoint generators of si. 
In the last part of the chapter, we study the Kadison's similarity problem for approximately 
divisible C*-algebras. In [25], R. Kadison formulated his famous similarity problem for a C*-
algebra' $4-, which asks the following question: Let n : srf' -* &(Jf) (Jtf is a Hilbert space) be 
a unital bounded homomorphism. Is n similar to a *-homomorphism, that is, there exists an 
invertible operator S € 3§(Jf) such that 5 _ 1 n{-)S is a *-homomorphism? 
G. Pisier [32] introduced a powerful concept, similarity degree of a C*-algebra, to determine 
whether Kadison's similarity problem for a C*-algebra has an affirmative answer. In fact, he 
showed that a C*-algebra srf has an affirmative answer to Kadison's similarity problem if and 
4 0 • 
only if the similarity degree of at, d(at), is finite. The similarity degrees of some classes of 
C*-algebras have been known, which we list as below. 
1. at is nuclear if and only if d(ot) = 2 ([5], [6], [35]); 
2. if M = &(JtTl, thend{ot) = 3 ([34]); 
3. d{ot ® JT(J^)) < 3 for any C*-algebra at ([18], [33]); 
4. if Jt is a factor of type II i with property F, then d{J%) = 3 ([7]). 
The last result (see Theorem 3.22) we obtain in the chapter is the calculation of similarity degree 
of approximately divisible C*-algebras. 
Theorem: If at is a unital separable approximately divisible C*-algebra, men 
d(at)<5. ' 
As a corollary, an approximately divisible C*-algebra has an affirmative answer to Kadison's sim-
ilarity problem. 
This chapter has five sections. In section 2, we recall the definition of approximately divis-
ible C*-algebra. The generator problem for an approximately divisible C*-algebra is considered 
in section 3. The computation of topological free entropy dimension in an approximately divis-
ible C* -algebra is carried out in section 4. In section 5, we consider the similarity degree of an 
approximately divisible C*-algebra. 
3.2 Notation and preliminaries . 
In this section, we will introduce some notation that will be needed later and recall the definition 
of approximately divisible C*-algebra introduced by B. Blackadar, A. Kumjian and M. R0rdam [3]. 
Let M™(C) be the subalgebraof ^ t (C) consisting of all self-adjoint matrices of ^ ( C ) . Let 
(^a(C))n be the direct sum of n copies of Jtska{C). 
The following lemma is a well-known fact. 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose SB is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra. Then there exist positive integers r 
and ki,...,kr such that 
SB s J?kl (C) e • • • © ^ r ( C ) . 
Definition 3.2. Suppose 
SB = Jtk, (C) © • • • ©~#*r(C) 
w a finite-dimensional C-algebra for some positive integers r,ki,...,kr. Define the rank ofS3 to 
be 
Rank{SS) =ki + ---+kr, 
the subrank of £3 to be 
SubRank{SB) = min{fci,..., kr). 
The following definition is Definition 1.2 in [3]. 
Definition 3.3. A separable unital C*-algebra sf with the unit I & is approximately divisible if, for 
every x\,..., x„ e s/ and £ > 0, there is a finite-dimensional C-subalgebra SB of si such that 
(1) I* € SB; 
(2) SubRank{SB) > 2; 
(3) ||*,-;y—yx,-|| < efori= 1,..., n and ally e SB with | | j | | < 1. 
The following proposition is also taken from Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 2.10 in [3]. 
Proposition 3.4. (13]) Let si be a unital separable approximately divisible C* -algebra with the 
unit Itf. Then there exists an increasing sequence {^m}Z=i of subalgebras of'si such that 
(l)sf = U^H, 
(2) for any positive integer m, si^Ci sim+\ contains a finite-dimensional C-subalgebra SB with 
l^eSB and SubRank(SB) > 2, 
(3) for any positive integers m and k, there is a finite-dimensional C* -subalgebra S3of si'mV\si 
with 1& e M and SubRank{SB) > k. 
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3.3 Generator problem of approximately divisible C* -algebras 
In this section we prove that every unital separable approximately divisible C*-algebra is singly 
generated, i.e., generated by two self-adjoint elements. 
Theorem 3.5. If si is a unital separable approximately divisible C*-algebra, then si is singly 
generated. 
Proof. Since si is separable, there exists a sequence of self-adjoint elements {xi}JL\ C si that 
generate si as a C*-algebra. 
Claim 3.6. There exists a sequence of finite-dimensional subalgebras {SB„}^ of si so that the 
following hold: 
(1) V n € N, I^ € SBn, where 1& is the unit of si; 
(2) SubRank{SB\) > 3, and for any n>2, 
SubRank(SBn) > n• {Rank{SB{))2 • • • (Rank{SBn-X))2 + 3; 
(3) ifn^m, then SBn commutes with SBm; 
{4) for any neN, 
dist(xp,SB'nf\si) < 2~", VI < p < n, 
where dist(xp,Sg'nDsi) = inf{\\xp -y\\: y 6 SB'nnsi). 
Proof of the claim. It follows from Proposition 3.4 that there exists an increasing sequence 
{«e4}~=1 of subalgebras of si such that 
(a) si=U^sZH, 
(b) for any positive integer m, si^C\jim+\ contains a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra SB with 
1st € SB and SubRank(^) > 2, 
(c) for any positive integers m and k, there is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra SB of si'm n si 
with 1* € SB and SubRank(^) > k. 
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Instead of proving Claim 3.6 directly, we will prove a stronger result by replacing the statement 
(3) in Claim 3.6 with the following one: 
(3') there exist two increasing sequences {.s„}~=1 and {tn}n=i of positive integers such that, for 
any n € N, sn < tn < sn+\ and &n Q s^'Sn nM„. 
We prove this stronger claim by using the induction on n. 
Base step: Note that srf = lim^m • For JCI € sf, there are a positive integer s\ and a self-
adjoint element y\ ' e stfSx such that ||JCI -y\ \<\. By the restriction (b) on the subalgebras 
"{^m}m=\> w e know that there exist two finite-dimensional subalgebras %}+i,%}+2. in $ such 
that, 
( i ) / ^ e ^ 1 + i a n d / ^ 6 ^ , + 2 ; r . 
00% x +\ c < n ^ 1 + i and% i+2 C ^ + 1 n ^ 1 + 2 ; 
(iii) SubRank^j+i) and SubRank(^1+2) are at least 2. 
Let i\ = s\ +2, 88\ = C*(%i+i,%x) the *-subalgebra generated by %i+\ and %^ in s&'. Then 
SubRank(^i) > 3 and ^ i C ^ D ^ , . 
Inductive step: Now suppose the stronger claim is true when n <k — 1, i.e., there exists a 
family of finite-dimensional C*-algebras {^n}^Z\ of J^ , and two increasing sequences of positive 
integers {sn}knz\ and {tn}knZ\ that satisfy (1), (2), (3') and (4). 
For JCI , . . . , Xk in srf, from the restriction (a) on {^4i}~=1 C srf, we know that there are a positive 
integer ty with Sk> f/t-i and self-adjoint elements 'y[ ,-•••,y[ in s£Sk such that |j*,--y- }|| < 2"k 
for 1 < / < k. From the restriction (b) on {<£C}~=1 G srf, there exists a family {%k+\,%k+2,- • •} 
of finite-dimensional subalgebras in #f such that, 
(i)i&e%k+hVi>i; 
(ii) %k+i C < t + J _ 1 n ^ + / , V./ > 1; 
(in) SubRank(^+ J) > 2, V / > 1. '". 
By (ii), we know {%k+\,%k+2,.\.} is a commuting sequence of subalgebras oi-si.. Combining 
with (iii), we get that there is a positive integer tk such that 
SubRank(C*(%k+U:..,%k)) >k• (Rank(^i))2• • • ( R a n k ( ^ _ i » 2 + 3 , 
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where C* {%k+i,..., %k) is the C*-subalgebra generated by %k+\, •. •, %k in si. Moreover, l^ e 
C* {%k+i,-..., %k)is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra in sf^ n sitk • Let 
&k = C*(%k+\,.. -,%k) 
and it is not hard to check that SB\,...,3§k satisfy the conditions (1), (2), (3') and (4) in the stronger 
claim. Thiscompletes the proof oftheclaim. 
Let {&„}™=l be as in Claim 3.6. For any positive integer n, since 3Sn is a finite-dimensional 
C * -algebra, there exist positiveintegers r„ and kf',... ,kr„ such that 
<^rt^^r(„)(C)e---©^.(„)(c). -,. 
Let {4; : 1 < ij < ks } be the canonical system of matrix units for JiM, . I f there is no 
confusion arising, we can further assume that {e\j : 1 < i,j<ks,\ <s< r„} consists a system 




Pn = LeM\(* fom>\. (3.3.1) 
Then pn is a projection of ^ „ . It is clear that ' "-
pnefrs )=0 forl<s<rn. (3.3.2) 
Claim 3.7. Let {xn}^v {3Sn}™=\, {r~n)n=i and {'Pn}~=i be defined as above. For any positive 
integer n, there exists zn = z%€srf mth\\zn\\ = 2~(ri+''+rn+^ so that 
(i){Itf-Pn)Pn-\'--Pl-Zn-PvPn-l(Itf-Pn)=Zn, 
(ii) dist(xj,C*t£gu.::,ggn,Zn))<Z2~nforl <j<n, where C*(^u...,&„,z„) is the C-
subalgebra generated by £@\,...,£§n,Zn in si. 
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Proof of the claim. By Claim 3.6, for any positive integer n and x\,... ,xn, we know 
dist(xj,S#nr\sf)<2~n for \<j<n. 
Thus there exist self-adjoint elements y\\... ,y„ in s/ that commute with 88n and 
\\xj-yf\\<2-n for 1 <j<n. 
Let 
With SubRank(«^i) > 3, we have 
( ^ - P i ) - z r ( ^ - P i ) = Zi. 
By the equation (3.3.3) and the fact that vj ' commutes with SS\, we know 
,S" = f2'+"iiE4'M"iiVfEE^,-.-4^ 
Thus we know that y\ ' is in the C*-algebra generated by £3\ and z\, whence 
dist(xi,C*(@i,zi)) <dist(x\,y^) <2 _ 1 . 
Now let us construct zn for any positive integer n > 2. Let 
A„-i = {(h,si)x(jhti)x---x (/„_i,sn-i) x 0„_i ,tn-i): 
1 < I'I < ki]\ \<h< kl*\ 1 < suti < n, 
• • •, 1 < i«-i < Afc1*, 1 ^ Jn-i < k\nn~?\\ < s„-i,tn-i < r„_i}. 
It is not hard to check that the cardinality of the set A„_i satisfies 
n - l 
2 Card{A„-i) = Y\(Rank{38i)) 
Hence, for any 1 < j <n, there is a one-to-one mapping fy' from the index set An_i onto the set 
{i <E N \{j - 1) • Card(An-i) +2 <i<j- Card(An-i) + 1}. 
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For any index 
a = (i\,s\) x (j\,h) x ••• x (h-i,sn-i) x (jn-\,tn-i) eAn-i 
and any 1 < j < n, we should define 
aVj )-e,(n-l) eM). yj e.AX) e . (n-l)fc^- V.3A) 
By Claim 3.6, we know that SubRank(«^n) > n • Card(A„_i) + 3. It follows that 
z
" =
 c4,kh (e£WvH - « ^ +<#U?w. afr",)r) ("'5) 
is well defined and contained in srf, where c„ is a constant such that 
| |Zn | |=2-( r>+-+ '- ' '+1). (3.3.6) 
From the construction of zn, it follows that zn = z*n and 
Zn = {Jtf ~ Pn) • Pn-\ •••p\-ZrfP\ '' Pn-\ • (Itf-Pn)-
To prove dist{xj,C*(&\,.. .,3§n,zn)) < 2 _ n for 1 < j < n, it is sufficient to prove that 
{yy' , . . . ,)>„ } C C*(^i , . . . , &n,Zn)- Because 3Sn commutes with y\\... ,y)?', for any a € A„_i 
and 1 < j < n, from the equation (3.3.5) it follows that 
<'> ^ E E^w (KKrU,/ 
This implies that a(yjn)) 6C*(^ i , . . . , J „ , z„ ) . 
Suppose a = (/i,«i) x (;'i,/i) x • • • x (Z'„_I,J„_I) x C/„_i,f„-i) e A„_i. Again because 
^ i , . . . , ^rt_i are commuting, for any 1 < j <n, from the equation (3.3.4) it follows that 
(n-M„_0 (Mi) (n) (l,«i) >-MB-i) 
'/1-1,'n-l 'l.'l -\/ ;'lJl jn-\,jn-\ 
>-M„_i) JMi) ,„^,(»)N Ji,'i) . . .>-l,*n-i) 
= e 
and 
J*°- E E E - I E E 
*11*1 = 1 »1=1.71=1 S„- l ,«n- l=l 'n- l=l7n-l=l 
J»-lA-l),,.-(Ml) ,v(") . JMl) . . .>- l . '«-0 
'/i-l)'ii-l Mi'l "V JlJl jn-ljn-l 
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Thusyf GC*(Jb...,&n,Zn). Hence 
dist(xj,C*(£$i,.. .,&n,Zn)) < distipcj^f) < 2~" for \<j<n. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Let {x„}"=1, {8$t?u=\, {M»=i» {Pn)Z=\ ^ d (z«}~=i b e ^ above. From the equation (3.3.2), 
the fact (i) of Claim 3.7 and the construction of zn, we can get some basic facts of z„. Let us list 
them below: 
(Fl) pnZn = ZnPn = 0, 
(F2) Zn• ey{ = eji • zn = 0 for m<n and 1 <s <rm, 
(F3) Zn • zm = 0 for any n^m. 
Let /?o = lot and ro = 0. For any n > 1, let 
fl» = Pi • • -p»-i £ 2"^ r-«— - ^ +^,, (3.3.7) 
r kM-l 
bn = 2-2nPl • -pn-x ± Z ( 4 m +*.%)• <3-3-8> 
5=1 1=1 
From the proven facts (Fl), (F2) and (F3), we have 
anam= 0. for n^m (3.3.9) 
Combining the fact (F2), the equation (3.3.6) and the fact e("{s) • e{"{Sl) = e{"{Si) • e{"{s) =0(s£si), 
it is clear that 
lk | | = max{{||p1.-.pB_i.2- r '--"-^'^.eS7 ) | |}^1> | |z l l | |}=2- r '-"-- r»-1<2-». (3.3.10) 
By the equation (3.3.8), we get 
IIM <2-2-2"-| |X; £ «-f+1|| <2"2"+ 1 <2"». (3.3.11) 
S = l 1=1 
It induces that both £~=1 a„ and £~=1 &„ are all convergent series in s/. Let 
oo oo 
a=£«n, b=Y,bn- (3.3.12) 
n=\ n=\ 
It is clear that a = a* e sf and b = b* € sf. 
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Claim 3.8. Let {&n}"=v {zn}~=i and a, b be defined as above. Then 
{^l,Zu^2,Z2,.--}^C*(a>b), 
where C*(a,b) is the C* -subalgebra generated by a and b in srf. 
Proof of the claim. It is sufficient to prove that, for any n > 1, 
{^i,...,^»,Zi)...,&}CC7*(fl,6). 
We will prove it by using the induction on n. 
First we prove {@\,Z\} C C*(a,b). From equations (3.3.7), (3.3.9), (3.3.12) and part (i) of 
Claim 3.7, it follows that 
V*eN, (2a)* = (2ai)*+f;(2a„)* 
n=2 
s\ =2 n=2 
By inequalities (3.3.6), (3.3.9) and (3.3.10), we obtain that 
n || £ ( 2 - ^ Y ^ + (2z,)* + £(2a„)*|| - 0 , ask-
s\=2 n=2 
• o o , 
s=2 n=2 
which implies || (2a)k — e\{' || —» 0, as A; goes to oo. Thus, e^' ' e C*(a, b). By the construction of 
the element b, it is not hard to check {e>-' ' : 1 < i,j < k\'} are contained in the C*-subalgebra 
generated by eft1* and b in j ^ . Therefore, {e[j,1): 1 < /,; < jfe^} C C*(A,6). 
Since 
(/* " cll,1)) •«• 0* - eft'0) = 1 2 ' M 1 ^ +zi + f fl"> 
by equation (3.3.6) and inequality (3.3.10) we know 
(4(/^-e ( 1 1 1 '1 ))-f l . ( /^-« ( 1 1 1 '1 )))*-« ( 1 I , ; 
This implies e[\2) is in C*{a,b), whence {«]J'2): 1 < ij < k^} are in C*(a,b). Repeating the 
preceding process, we get that {e\j : 1 < i, j < ks ,1 < s < ry} and, therefore pi, are contained 




and, from equation (3.3.7) we know 
(Jj*-Pi)£a»i = 0. 
7»=2 
This induces that zi is also contained in C*(a,b). Now we conclude that both @S\ and z\ are 
contained in C* (a, b). 
Assume that {8$\,..., 38n-\,z\,..., zn-\} Q C*(a,b). We need to prove that {3$n,zn} Q C*(a, b). 
By the equation (3.3.2) and the construction of the elements a, b (see equations (3.3.7), (3.3.8), 
(3.3.12)), we know that 
and 
Tn ^ - 1 
(p i - / ^ l )^ l -A . - l ) = Eft»= W2npvPn-lZ I («&?!+«i#)+ I *• 
s=l i=l i=n+l 
By equations (3.3.7), (3.3.9) and part (i) of Claim 3.7, we obtain that 
(2n+-+rn-1+l) £ , , - ( P l - p n - l ) 4 l ,(».i: 0, as k —» °°. 
Using the similar argument as in the case n = 1, we know that {p\ • • • pn-\ 
s < rn} are contained in the C*-subalgebra generated by YT=nai anc* HT=n^i m ^ - From the feet 
that $S\,..., S8n are mutually commuting subalgebras, it follows that 
kl fr(«-i) 
= E L - I I e("~$ (»-l,5„_l) 1) 
1 
* 0) IPl Pn-l«y ) C(i) V»-D; 
is in C*{a,b), which implies that {e)"'s> : 1 < ij < ks, 1 < s < rn), therefore 3Sn, Pn and zn, are 
contained in C*(a, b). This completes the proof of the claim. 
By Claim 3.7 and Claim 3.8, srf is generated by two self-adjoint elements a and b. Therefore 
si is singly generated. • 
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Suppose s/ is a unital separable C*-algebra and M is a UHF algebra. It is clear that srf <g> £% is 
approximately divisible. Therefore Theorem 9 in [31] is a corollary of our theorem. 
Corollary 3.9. If srf is a unital separable C*-algebra and SB. is a UHF algebra, then s^ ® SB is 
singly generated. 
3.4 Topological free entropy dimension 
In this section we show that the topological free entropy dimension of any finite generating set 
of a unital separable approximately divisible C*-algebra is less than or equal to 1. 
3.4.1 Preliminaries 
We are going to recall Voiculescu's definition of topological free entropy dimension of an 
«-tuple of self-adjoint elements in a unital C*-algebra. 
For any element {A\,... ,An) in j%k{€)n, define the operator norm on ^ t ( C ) " by 
||(Ai,...,A„)||=max{||A1 | |,...,J|An | |}. ": ;•• C -
For every m > 0, we define the (0-\\ • ||-ball Ball{B\,.,. ,Bn; <o,\\-1|) centered at (Bi,. ,,,B„) in 
J?k(C)n to be the subset of •/#*(€)" consisting of all (Ai,....., An) in J?jc{C)n such that 
| |(A1 , . . . ,A„)^(B1) . . . ,B„)| |<co. 
Suppose 3? is a subset of ^ t ( C ) " . We define the covering number-VdJP', cu) to be the minimal 
number of 0)-|| • ||-balls whose union covers ^ in ^ t ( C ) " . 
Define C(Xi,..., X„) to be the unital noncommutative polynomials in the indeterminates Xj, . . . , 
Xn. Let {pm}Z=i t>e m e collection of all noncommutative polynomials in C{Xi,.... ,Xn) with ratio-
nal complex coefficients. (Here "rational complex coefficients" means that the real and imaginary 
parts of all coefficients of pm are rational numbers). < 
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Suppose si is a unital C*-algebra, X\,... ,xn,y\,... ,yt are self-adjoint elements of stf. For any 
co, E > 0, positive integers k and m, define 
Ttop{xu.... ,xn;k,e,m) = {(Au. ..,An) € (^ f (C))" : 
| |b j (Ai> . . . ,A l l ) l | - |b^i . - - - ,^) l l l<c,Vl<;</n}, 
and define 
Vco(rtop(xi,...,xn;k,e,m),.a>) 
to be the covering number of the set Ttop{x\,... ,x„;k,s,m) by co-\\ • ||-balls in the metric space 
(j?™(C))n equipped with operator norm. 
Define 
s , _ N • f v log>(Vco(rtop(xi,...,x„;k,£,m),G))) 5top{xl,...,xn;co)= inf hmsup toV " , 2 , „ —LL, 
e>0,meN £-+°o —K^lOgCt) 
and 
5toP{xi,... ,x„) = limsup$op(xi,... ,xn;co). 
0)-»0+ 
Define Ttop{x\,...,xn :y\t...,yt;k,e,m) to be the set of (A\,...,An) e (^a(C))n such that 
there is (Bi,...,B,) G (.^ff(C))' satisfying 
(Ai,...,An,Bi,...,B,) e rtop(xu-• • ,xn,yi,• • • ,yt;k,e,m). 
Then similarly we can define 
o , \ •
 f v \og(Voo(rtop(xi,...,xn:yh...,y,;k,e,m),co)) 5toP(xi,...,xn:yi,...,yt;co)= inf hmsup ^ -j- ; 
£>0,meN £_,„, — * log CO 
and 
5toP{x\ ,.--,xn:yi,...,yt)= hmsup 5t0p(x\,. ..,xn:yu... ,yt;a>). 
(B-+0+ 
Lemma 3.10. Suppose srf is a unital C*-algebra, x\,... ,x„, y\,... ,yt are self-adjoint elements in 
srf andx\ ,...,x„ generate srf. Suppose p e {pm}Z=\ and o > 0. Then the following are true: 
(1) 5top{x\,...,xn;co) = b\op(x\,...,xn:yi,...,yt;co), 
(2) 8top{p(xi,...,Xn):xi,...,xn;co) = 5,op(p{xi,...,x„):x\,...,xn,y\,...,yt',<a), 
(3) b\op{x\,...,xn)> b\op{p{x\,...,*„): *i ,.• •,x„). 
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Proof. The proof of (1) and (2) are straightforward adaptations of the proof of Proposition 1.6 
in [45], (3) is proved by D. Hadwin and J. Shen in [23]. • 
The following lemma is Lemma 2.3 in [3], and it will be used in the proofs of Theorem 3.14 
and Theorem 3.17. 
Lemma 3.11. Let 28 be a finite-dimensional C*-algebra, which is isomorphic to Jt^ (€)©•••© 
^t r(C). For any £ > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that, whenever srf is a unital separable C* -algebra 
with the unit 1& and {a)*': 1 <ij<ks,l <s <r} ins? satisfying 
(1) \\(aVy-af\\<5foralli,j,s, 
(2) H E L i l t i ^ - V H S , 
(3) lla^ag - f lW|| < 8foralliJJi,s, \\a\faW\\ < 8 ifs^sx or j ? h, 
then there is a set {efj : 1 < i, j < ks,l < s < r} of matrix units for a copy of SB in srf satisfying 
Waij ~4j II < ef°r al1 ' > . / > s -
3.4.2 Upper bound of topological free entropy dimension in an approxi-
mately divisible C* -algebra 
The following lemma is Lemma 6 in [9]. 
Lemma 3.12. The following statements are true: 
(1) Let % be the group of all unitary matrices in J^k(C), (o>0. Then 
(i)*2<v4<M<(^)*2. 
(0 CO 
(2) If d is a metric on Rm, B is the unit ball ofRm equipped with the norm induced by d, then 
for co>0, 
(±)m<vd(B,co)<(^)m. 
Let SS be a finite-dimensional C*-algebra which is isomorphic to JK^ (C) ® • • • ®^#/tr(C) for 
some positive integers k\,...,kr. To simplify the notation, we will use {4/ KM to denote a set 
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{«il): 1 < s,t < kt, 1 < i < r} of matrix units for #,'let {Re^i0)}*,,,, denote the set { *»' +2(e"' >' : 
1 < s,t < kt, 1 < i < r}, and let {Im(«i?)W,i d e n o t e we s e t { % jrf )% : t< *,/ <*i, 1 < » < r}.' 
Lemma 3.13. Lef stf be a unital separable approximately divisible C* -algebra with unit l^, and 
{xi,. ..,x„} be a family of self-adjoint generators of srf. Then, for any oa > 0 and positive integer 
N, there exists a finite-dimensional C -subalgebra SB C s# with a set of matrix units {e^-}s,t,i — 
{el]':l<s,t <ku I <i <r}, apositive integer mo andl> So>0, such that 
(l)l^eSS, ';,,.: V 
(2) SubRank{3$) > N, 
(3)foranym>mo,e<£o,andanyk>l,if 
then there exists a set {P^ : 1 <s,t<ki,\<i< r} of matrix units for a copy of S3 in ^)t(G)' so 
that . -
: 1 1 ^ - I X •riJ)A/Ml)||<2ffl. .-•".•' 
l<i<rl<s<jfc, 
Proof. Suppose srf = Um£/m ••-., where srfm is as in Proposition 3.4. For any o) > 0, any positive 
integer iV and self-adjoint elements x\,... ,xn, there are self-adjoint elements y\,.-.. ,y* in some 
«e4 such that |jx_/ — y_/|| < f for all 1 < / < n. From part (3) of Proposition 3.4, there exists 
a finite-dimensional subalgebra 88 of ^ C\s^ such that 7^ G ^ and SubRank(^) > N. Let 
{4/ : 1 < s,t < ki,l < i < r} be a set of matrix units for SB. Then, for 1 <j <n, 
\\Xj 2^ ] _ , &ss XjeSs || 
l<l<rl<s<kt 
=
 :\\to-yjY+yj- I I'£!Xxj-yi)&- I X."«£W?il 
l<l<rl<s<jfc, l<l<r l<*<i i 
= IIUj-yj)- X £ ei^xj-y^W 
l<l<rl<s<kt 





Let R = max{\\Xl \\,... ,\\xn\\,l}. 
By Lemma 3.11, there are 0 < £Q < min{l,^} and positive integer mo, such that, for any 
m > mo, e < £Q and k > 1, if 
(Au...,An,{Bif }su,{C^}s>ttl) €r t o p(xu . . . ,xn ,{Reri0)}, ,^,{Im(4, l ))}, , , , , ;£,e,m), 
then there exists a set {P^ : 1 < s,t < ku 1 < i < r} C ^ a ( C ) such that 
(a) {P# : 1 < s,t < kt, 1 < i < r} is exactly a set of matrix units for a copy of !%S in ^ ( C ) , 
(b) For any 1 <i <r,l <s,t <ku 
I I ^ - ^ + V ^ - C ^ I K cu 24/?Rank(«^)' 
Let Di° = Bil} + v ^ • 4 ° . We have 
HA/' ~ jL E ^ss AjPss || 
\<l<rl<s<kt 
< \\Aj- E I DUV^II + II £ E ( ^ - ^ J A P ^ I I 
l<l<rl<s<Jti l<l<rl<s</fc, 
+11 I I oSU^-Dtf)!! 
l < l < r l <s<k, 
+11 £ E (P^-D^)Aj(P^-D{slJ)\\ 
l<l<rl<s<k, 
co co co 
< CO + S + - + - + -
0 0 0 
< 2co, 
• 
Theorem 3.14. Suppose srf is a unital separable approximately divisible O-algebra generated by 
self-adjoint elements x\,.. .,x„. Then 
Stop(xi,---,xn) < 1. 
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Proof. For any positive integer A^ 1 > co > 0, from Lemma 3.13, there exists a finite-dimensional 
C*-subalgebraJS C srf with a set of matrix units {4* }s,t,i = {e# : * ^  s,f< ku 1 < i < r}, a 
positive integer mo and 1 > fio > 0, such that 
(a)/^ € ^ , where 7j^ is the unit of JZ/, 
(b) SubRank(^) > N, 
(c) for m > mo and £ < £o, and for any k > 1, if 
(4i,... An,{B^hu,{C^}s,ttl) €Ttop(xh...,xn,{ReCei0)},,,,,,{Im^) W M , r a ) V (3.4.1) 




Note that {PJ/: 1 < i < r, 1 < s < kt} is a family of mutually orthogonal projections with the 
sum Ik in J?k(C). There is some unitary matrix U € % such that U*P}g U(= Qss) is diagonal for 
any 1 < i < r and 1 < s < kt. Then, for any 1 < ;' < n, 
I IA/-^( .E- 'X. fi^-(^V)G^Vl(<:2®-'•'..••••• (3.4.2) 
Thus, for 1 < / < « , 
II £ . X e^(t/*A^)eW||<iiAyii+2ro< 4*. 
l<l<rl<s<)t, 
Therefore 
( X E e-)(t/*Ait/)2-'---'X X ^^^A>)^)e^fl//(6,;..>0;4^i|-'||), 
l<l<rl<j<ife, l<t<rl<s<Jt, 
. . . ; • ' • • - . ; ' • . ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) ' 
i.e., it is contained in the ball centered at (0,.. .,0) with radius AR in (^(C))" . 
Since {PJ, : 1 < s,t <kt,\ <l < r} is a system of matrix units for a copy of 2% in •/#*(€) 
such that 
:
"."..E ^ = 4 , 
l<l<r, l<s<*, 
we know that there is a unital embedding from SB into ~#*(€). It follows that there are positive 
integersc\,...,cr satisfying 
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(i) Rank />}{' = • • • = Rank p£\ = ct for all 1 < i < r, where Rank T is the rank of the matrix 
T for any T in ^ ( C ) ; and 
(ii)ci&i + \-crkr = k. 
By the restriction on the C*-algebra SB (see condition (b) as above), we know that SubRarik(B) > N, 
i . e . , ; • ' • ' - . " ' • - , . - " • ' . 
min{k\,...,kr}>N. 
By (ii), we obtain that 
xam{cu...,cr}<t. (3.4.4) 
By (i), we know that 
Rankdil=-=Rankdklkl=RcmkP^ = --=^ 
Thus the real-dimension of the linear space. £i<i<rLi<y<*,Qj-JKk{^)sclQjj is 
V dimn\Z E e S ^ ( C r e ^ ) = c ^ i + -- + c ^ . (3.4.5) 
\ l<i<rl<y<*, / 
By the inequality (3.4.4), we get 
k x k? 
c\ki+---+(?rkr<-{ciki + --:+crkr) = —. (3.4.6) 
For any such family of positive integers c\,. •.. ,cr with c\k\ H Ycrkr = k, and the family of 
mutually orthogonal diagonal projections {fiis }-i<s<jt,.,i<i<r with 
Rank(Q{sls>) = cl,Vl<l<r, 
we define 
n({e^w) = •{( E E Q^nott,..., E E .dP^y--
l<l<rl<s<k l<l<rl<s<^i 
7- = 7)*€^fc(C), V l < i < n } , 
which is a subset of (Jtska (C))B. 
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Therefore, combining Lemma 3.12, equation (3.4.5) and inequality (3.4.6), for any a> > 0 we 
have 
MftUG^},,,) n Jto//(0,...,0;4J?,|| ||); <o) < (~)^• (3.4.7) 
Let 
A = {(ci,...,cr) :3ki,...,kr€ N such that c\k\ -\ \-crkr = k}. 
By inequality (3.4.1), we know that the cardinality of the set A satisfies 
Card{K) < ( | ) r . (3.4.8) 
Let 
Q = U(c,,...H:r)eA{ft({G^)}*,i) I { G B ^ I ^ S * , , ^ ! ^ is a family of mutually 
orthogonal diagonal projections with Rarik(Qss) = ct) V 1 < i < r \. 
By inequalities (3.4.7) and (3.4.8), we know that 
v4fi n Ball(0,...,0;4R,|| ||); to) < ( ^ ) # • (^y. (3.4.9) 
Based on (3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3), (3.4.9), and Lemma 3.12, now it is a standard argument to 
show: 
StoP(xi,...,Xn: {Re(4,l))W,t,{Im(eil))}s>,,,;4cu) 
< limsup , , , . . . 
*_„ -fc2log(4<u) 
n ^log(12/?)+log(9^) 
iV - l o g o ) 
By Lemma 3.10, 
- , „
 W 1 , n , ^log(12^)+log(9ffg) 
^/,(*1,...,*„;4a>)<l + - + z ^ . 
Therefore 
n 
Stop{Xl,. . . ,Xn) = limSUp5,op(^l,. ..,XnA(0) < 1 + —. 
(B-.0+ N 
Since N is arbitrarily large, 5top{x\,... ,xn) < 1. • 
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3.4.3 Lower bound of topological free entropy dimension of an approxi-
mately divisible C*-algebra 
The concept of MF algebras was introduced by Blackadar and Kirchberg in [2]. In the defini-
tion of topological free entropy dimension, it is required that Voiculescu's Ttop space of x\,..., xn is 
"eventually" nonempty, which is equivalent to saying that the C*-subalgebra generated by x\,... ,x„ 
is an MF algebra. Let us state the definition of an MF algebra in terms of Voiculescu's Ttop space. 
Definition 3.15. Suppose srf is a unital C-algebra and x\,...,xn is a family of self-adjoint ele-
ments of stf that generates srfas a C*-algebra. If for any m € N, e > 0, there is a sequence of 
positive integers k\ <fy<--- such that, for s>\, 
rIOp(xi,...,xn;ks,e,m)^9, 
then si is an MF algebra. 
Using the idea in the proof of Lemma 5.4 in [23], we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.16. Suppose mi,m2,-.-,mris a family of positive integers with sum m and mi,...,mr> 
N for some positive integer N. Suppose ki,...,kmis a family of positive integers with summation 
k and for every 1 < s < r, kmi-\—hmj_i+i = • • • = fcm,+...+mj (m0 = 0). If A = A* € ^vfc(C), and for 
some U € %, 
/
 1-4, 0 ... 0 
0 2-lh ••• 0 
\\A-U 
then, for any a> > 0, we have 
\ 
0 0 m-hm 




for some constants C\, C > 1 independent ofk, (0, where 
Q(A) = {W*AW : W € %}. 
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Now we are ready to prove the main theorem in this subsection. 
Theorem 3.17. Let s^ be a unital separable approximately divisible C-algebra generated by 
self-adjoint elements x\,... ,*„. If'si is an MF algebra, then 
Stop(X\,..-,Xn)>\. 
Proof. For any positive integer N, by part (3) of Proposition 3.4, there is a finite-dimensional 
C*-subalgebra SB containing the unit of srf with SubRank(^) > N. Therefore there are positive 
integers r,k\,...,kr such that 
m ^ j?h (C) © • • • ®j?kr(C). 
Let {e# : l < i < r , l<5 , r<^ i}bea system of matrix units for Si. Let 
r kt ( x-\ \ 
1=1
 s=l V y=i / 
Note that {pm(x\,... ,x„)}~=1 is a norm-dense set in srf. There exists a polynomial pmN 6 {pm}Z=i 
such that pmN{x\,...,Xn) is self-adjoint and \\pmN(xu...,x„)-ZN\\ < jp. 
For sufficiently small e > 0, sufficiently large positive integers m and k, if 
(fi,A1)...,An,{cil)W,l,pS)W,i) 
€ T[op{pmN(Xi,... ,Xn),X\,. • • ,Xn, {ReCe?) W,l , { Im^)} , , , , , ;A ,£ , /« ) , 
then, by Lemma 3.11, there exists a set {P& : 1 < s,t < kt, 1 < i < r} of matrix units for a copy 
of^ in ^ ( C ) , such that 
1=1 *=1 \ 7=1 / iV 
Let U be a unitary matrix in ^ ( C ) such that, for any 1 < s < kt and \<i<r, U*Psi,[/(= 
£?is ) is diagonal. Then, from the preceding inequality, 
n*-" (it (s+%kj)Q*)u*11 - w 
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From Lemma 3.16, for any co > 0, when m is large enough and e is small enough, there are 
some constants C,C\ > 1 independent of it and co, such that 
v«,(rtop(PmN{xi,.• • ,Xn) :xu...,xn,{RefcJ*)},,,,,,{Im(eil))}aiM;*,e,m),a>) 
Therefore 
$«v(/W(*i> •••,*») ••Xu...>x„,{Re(e{Jt))}s,t,i,{lm(^))}s,t,i) > l~Jf-
By Lemma 3.10, 
Otop\Pmf/\Xl,.. .,Xfi) '• X\,... ,Xn, 
=
 Otop\PmN\X\ j • • • yXn) '. X\,.. .,Xfi) 
< Otop(X\,...,Xn), 
whence b\op{x\,... ,x„) > 1 — ^ . Since iV is an arbitrary positive integer, we obtain 
8top{Xl,...,Xn)>l. 
D 
Combining Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.17, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.18. Let srf be a unital separable approximately divisible C* -algebra. If' srf is an MF 
algebra, then 
Otop[Xl,... ,Xn) = 1, 
where x\,...,xn is any family of self-adjoint generators ofsf. 
Using the similar idea in the proof of Theorem 3.17, we can have the following generalized 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.19. Let srf be a unital separable C* -algebra generated by self-adjoint elements x\, •.. ,xn. 
Suppose, for any positive integer N, there is a finite-dimensional subalgebra in srf containing the 
unit of si with subrank at least N.Ifjrf is an MF algebra, then 5top(x\,..., xn) — 1. 
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3.5 Similarity degree 
In 1955, R. Kadison [25] formulated the following conjecture: Let si be a unital C*-algebra 
and let n : srf —> 3§(J^) (Jf is a Hilbert space) be a unital bounded homomorphism. Then n 
is similar to a *-homomorphism, that is, there exists an invertible operator 5 € 38{Jf) such that 
S~xn{-)S is a *-homomorphism. 
This conjecture remains unproved, although many partial results are known. U. Haagerup [18] 
proved that n is similar to a *-homomorphism if and only if it is completely bounded. Moreover, 
||^|U = inf{||S||.||5-1||} 
where the infimum runs over all invertible S such that S~xn(-)S is a *-homomorphism. By defini-
tion, H?rJ1c£»-= sup„>j \\JC„\\ where ^,: J?n(srf) -^ J^n{3S{J^)) is the mapping taking n by n matrix 
to matrix [Tt{aij)\nxn. 
G. Pisier [32] proved that if aunital C*-algebra srf satisfies Kadison's conjecture, then there is a 
number d for which there exists a constant K so that any bounded homomorphism n:srf-* 3§{Jt?) 
satisfies ||7r||c& < .K||7r||':r. Moreover, the smallest number d with the property is an integer denoted 
by d(s/) and called similarity degree.lt is clear that a C*-algebra srf satisfies Kadison's conjecture 
if and only if d($4) < °°. 
Remark 3.20. When determining d(&/), it is only necessary to consider unital bounded homo-
morphisms that are one-to-one. To see this, let T*Q be a unital *'-isomorphism from stf to 38 {Jf). 
for some Hilbert space' X'. It isnot difficult to see that rc© 7io is one-to-one, \\x®7to\\ ='||?r||anrf 
.||'ff©flblU = INU-
We will show that the similarity degree of every unital separable approximately divisible C*-
algebra is at most 5. To do that, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.21. Let srf be a C -algebra with the unit 1&, S/Q and 38 be commuting C* -subalgebras 
of sJ that contain l^. Suppose 38 = ^ ( C ) © ••• © ^ r ( C ) with ki,....,kr >n > 2 for some 
" ' ' • • ' • ' . ' • • ) 
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positive integer n, and {e\j : 1 < i,j <ks,\ <s< r} is a set of matrix units for 39. If {aij : 1 < 
iJ<n}C£fo,then 
II E E ^^ll-JIMnxnll-
Proof Let pi = 4, © • • • 0 ©0,... ,pr = 0 © • • • ©0 ©4r be the projections in W, where hs is the unit 
ofv#k(C}-(l < s< f). Then it is clear that pi +•• - + pr = I^ andforany 1 <s<r, 1 <i,j<ks, 
(s) • • ,U) , " • ' 
Define 
n: ^ t , (pi^o) © • • •'®Jlkr(Pr*4i)''-»C*(M),^) 
by 
T([Pi«g)].1x.1©--©[p4)]^x*r)=i: i .<##• 
S=ll'J=l 
» for any a), € M>: It is clear that n is a ^isomorphism. 
Thus, in Jtn{srf), 
<P, 0 ^ 
Fi7>xn| •*«/jnxn| IE 
\ ° p*/ 
max{||[/vty]„xn||'•: 1 < s < n}.
 v 
On the other hand, 
.Mi E E a^S 
l<s<rl<i',./<n 
•= * 
' ' blfl0l»x» ° 
1 ° 0 
\PrClij\nxn 0 
V 0 7 / 
= max{||[psa,7]nx„|| : 1 < s < r}. 




Proof. Let si = Umsimn with sim defined in Proposition 3.4. By Remark 3.20, let % : si -> 
SS{3^) be a one-to-one unital bounded homomorphism, where 3? is a Hilbert space. It is sufficient 
to prove that 
ll*k*JU<*IWI5 
for some constant K. 
For any positive integer n, let {a// : 1 < i,j < n} be a family of elements in Umsfm. Then there 
exists some positive integer mo such that {aij : 1 < i,j < n} is in s/m- From Proposition 3.4, there 
exists a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra ^  containing the unit of si with SubRank(^) > n and 
£§ C ^ 0 n <e/. Let {e\f : 1 < i, j < ks, 1 < s < r} be a set of matrix units for ^ . 
Since ^  is finite-dimensional, it follows that SB is nuclear. Therefore, from [18], there exists an 
invertible operator S in &(J1?), such that ||5|| • ||5_11| < C||7r||2 for some constant C, and S~ln\sgS 
is a *-isomorphism. Let p = S"1 nS. Then {p(ejj ): 1 < /, j < ks, 1 < s < r} is a set of matrix units 
for the C* -algebra p {&). Hence, by Lemma 3.21, 
HP( I E fly#)ll<llPlHI I E ^INIlPMIK-Wnll. 
l<s<rl<i 'J<n l<s<rl<i,j<n 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.21, 
HP( I E ^S?)ll 
l<s<r l< i j<n 
= l i t E P(atMe^f)\\ 
s=l \<i,j<n 
= II \p(aij)Wn II-
Therefore we get 
| |[p(fly)]«x»|| < | | p | | - | | [ f l y U n | | < P I I - I I S ^ I I - l l ^ l l - I I K - U n l l < C | | ^ | | 3 | | [ a i 7 ] „ x „ | | , 
which implies that ||p|Um<IU < C||TT||3, then 
ll*k*iJ<* = U S P k ^ l U < H^ll • ||S|| • llPk^JU < C2||jr||5. 
D 
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F. Pop [36] proved that if si is a unital C*-algebra, SB is a unital nuclear C*-algebra and 
contains unital matrix algebras of any order, then the similarity degree of si ® SB is at most 5. 
Here we state our another result which generalize F. Pop's result. 
To prove our result, we need the following lemma (Corollary 2.3 in [36]). 
Lemma 3.23. Let si and SB be unital C*-algebras and SB nuclear. If n is a unital bounded 
homomorphism ofsi'® SB such that n\^ is completely bounded and %\ag is *-homomorphism, 
then K is completely bounded and \\iz\\Cb < IMJ*Ho-
using Lemma 3.23 and the idea in the proof of Theorem 3.22, we can get the following theo-
rem: 
Theorem 3.24. Let si be a unital nuclear C*-algebra such that for any positive integer N, there is 
a finite-dimensional subalgebra in si containing the unit of si with subrank at least N. Then, for 





The key idea in this chapter is the study of defining properties of (or tuples of) operators such 
that an operator that "almost" satisfies this property is "close" to an operator that actually does 
satisfy this property. In the setting of C*-algebras we would insist that the "closeness" be with 
respect to the norm, and in the finite von Neumann algebra sense "closeness" would be with respect 
to the 2-norm || • ||2 defined in terms of the tracial state T on the algebra, i.e., ||^||2 = T (X*X)1^2. A 
classic example of this phenomenon is the fact that if A is an operator such that \\A — A*\\ and 
l|A-A2 | | are small, then A is very close to a projection P. In fact, P can be chosen in the nonunital 
C*-algebra generated by A. It is also true that if Jt is a finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful 
normal trace rand if A G Jl'such that \\A — A*\\2 and ||A — A2||2 are small, then there is a projection 
P € W* (A) (the von Neumann subalgebra generated by A in Jt~) such that \\A — P\\2 is small. 
In the C*-algebra setting these ideas are essentially the notion of weak semiprojectivity intro-
duced by S. Eilers and T. Loring [11] in 1999, and semiprojectivity introduced by B. Blackadar [1] 
in 1985. These notions were studied by T. Loring [27] in terms of stable relations and D. Hadwin, 
L. Kaonga and B. Mathes [21] in terms of their noncommutative continuous functions. 
The von Neumann algebra results appear in an ad hoc manner in various papers in the literature. 
Semiprojectivity and weak semiprojectivity also can be expressed in terms of liftings of rep-
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resentations into algebras of the form H^8S„/' ®~ &n or in terms of ultraproducts OT'-^W'J'• 
It is in the theory of (tracial) ultraproducts of finite von Neumann algebras where many of these 
"approximate" results appear in the von Neumann algebra setting. 
After the preliminary definitions and results (Section 2), we begin Section 3 with our results 
in the C*-algebra setting. Our main result is that two (weakly) semiprojective unital C*-algebras, 
each generated by n projections, can be glued together with partial isometries to define a larger 
(weakly) semiprojective algebra (Theorem 4.5). 
In the von Neumann algebra setting (Section 4) we prove lifting theorems for trace-preserving 
*-homomorphisms from abelian von Neumann algebras (Corollary 4.20) or hyperfinite von Neu-
mann algebras (Theorem 4.26) into ultraproducts. We also extend a classical result of S. Sakai [41 ] 
by showing (Theorem 4.16) that a tracial ultraproduCt of C*-algebras is a von Neumann algebra. 
This result allows us to prove a hybrid result (Corollary 4.17), namely, an approximate result with 
respect to || • ||2 on C*-algebras. For example, if e > 0, then there is a 8 > 0 such that for any unital 
C*-algebra £/ with trace x, we have that if u, v are unitaries in srf with ||wv — yw||2 < 8, then there 
are commuting unitaries u', V in C* («, v) (the unital C*-subalgebra generated by u, v in srf) such 
that ||w — ul\\2 + ||v — v'||2 < e. With respect to the operator norm this fails even in the class of 
finite-dimensional C*-algebras [42]. 
4.2 Preliminaries 
A C*-algebra srf is projective if, for any *-homomorphism q>: srf —> if, where <£ is a C*-
algebra, and every surjective *-homomorphism p : Si —» c€, there is a *-homomorphism 1p : srf —> 
SB such that p o f = <p. A C*-algebra srf is semiprojective [I] if, for every *-homomorphism 
n : srf —> ^ /U^^ /n , where {^„}~=1 is an increasing family of ideals of a C*-algebra SB, and 
with <PN : SB/^N —» &l^\^n the natural quotient map, there exists a *-homomorphism UN : 
srf —> SBj ^ u such that % = <pN° KN- A C*-algebra s4 is weakly semiprojective [27] if, for any 
given sequence {SBn}™^ of C*-algebrasand a *-homomorphism % : $4 —»• Yfi SBnl ®~ 3$n, there 
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exist functions ^ , : 'si —»3Bn for all n > 1 and a positive integer N such that 
(1) Tin is a *-homomorphism for all n > N, and 
(2) rc (a) = [{itn {a)}} for every a e si. 
Equivalently, since Of &nl®°\38n\s> isomorphic to n ^ ^ „ / © ^ ^ „ , the conditions above say that 
there is a *-homomorphism p : £/ —»IE? &n such that 7r (a) = p (a) + ®^38n for every a € «e^ . 
These notions of projectivity make sense in two categories: 
(1) the nonunital category, i.e., the category of C*-algebras with *-homomorphisms as mor-
phisms, and 
(2) the unital category, i.e., the category of unital C*-algebras with unital *-homomorphisms 
as morphisms. 
These notions are drastically different in the different categories. For example, the 1 -dimensional 
C*-algebraC is projective in the unital category, but not in the nonunital category, e.g., in the def-
inition of projective G*-algebra, let 38 = Co ((0,1]), tf =C and p( / ) = / ( l ) . However, if si is 
nonunital and projective (semiprojective, weakly semiprojective) in the nonunital category, and if 
si+ is the algebra obtained by adding a unit to si, then si+ is projective (semiprojective, weakly 
semiprojective) in the unital category. In Lbring's book [27] he only considers the nonunital cate-
gory. In this chapter we restrict ourselves to the unital category. 
Suppose y is a subset of a unital C*-algebra si. Let C* \y) denote the unital C*-subalgebra 
generated by y in si. 
In [21] the notions of semiprojectivity and weak semiprojectivity for finitely generated alge-
bras were cast in terms of noncommutative continuous Junctions. The *-algebra of noncommuta-
tive continuous functions is basically the metric completion of the algebra of *-polynomials with 
respect to a family of seminorms. There is a functional calculus for these functions on any «-tuple 
of operators on any Hilbert space. Here is a list of a few of the basic properties of noncommutative 
continuous functions [21]: 
(1) For each noncommutative continuous function <p there is a sequence {pk} of noncommuta-
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tive *-polynomials such that for every tuple {T\,..., Tn) we have 
\\pk(Tl!...,Tn)-<p(Tl,...,Tn)\\^0, 
and the convergence is uniform on bounded n-tuples of operators. 
(2) For any tuple (7i,,..',7J,), C*(Ti,...,Tn) is the set of all <p(7V,...,T„) with (p a noncom-
mutative continuous function, i 
' ' • • • • ' . • • • ' ' 'i 
(3) For any n-tuple {A\,... ,An) and any S € C* (A\,... ,An), there is a noncommutative contin-
uous function <p such that S = <p'(Ai, ...,An) and || p (7i,...', Tn) \\<\\S\\ for all n-tuples (7i, . . . , Tn), 
(4) If T\,'...:,T„ are elements of aunital C*-algebra ^ andTT : j ^ ^ ^ is aunital *-homomor-
phism, then 
7r(<p(r1,...,rn)) = <p(7r(r1),,.. )7r(rn)) 
for every noncommutative continuous function. 
In [21] it was shown that the natural notion of relations used to define a C*-algebra generated 
by a\,..., an are all of the form 
<p(ai,i..,a„) = 0 
for a noncommutative continuous function (p. In fact, it was also shown in [21] that given a unital 
C*-algebra ^generated by a\,...,an, there is a single noncommutative continuous function <p 
such that sf is isomorphic to the universal C*-algebraC*(x\,.-..,xn\(p) with generators x\,..".,xn 
and with the single relation <p{x\,... ,xn) = 0, where the map Xj (-»• a^  extends to a *-isomorphism. 
Such a noncommutative continuous function <p must be null-bounded, i.e., there is a number r > 0 
such that ||Ay [I < r for 1 < / < n whenever <p (Ai,..., An) = 0. In this sense, every finitely generated 
C*-algebra is finitely presented. In particular, Theorem 14.1.4 in T. Loring's book [27] is true for 
all finitely generated C*-algebras. 
For a finitely generated nonunital C*-algebraV there is a null-bounded noncommutative con-
tinuous function (p such that srf is isomorphic to the universal nonunital C*-algebra CQ{X\ ,... ,xn\<p) 
with generators x\,... ,xn and with the single relation <p (x\,:.'. ,xn) = 0. 
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Here is a reformulation of the notions of semiprojectivity and weak semiprojectivity for finitely 
generated C*-algebras in terms of noncommutative continuous functions. We only state the result 
in the unital category. 
Proposition 4.1. [21] Suppose (p is a null-bounded noncommutative continuous function. Then 
(1) C*(xi,... ,xn\(p) is weakly semiprojective if and only if there exist noncommutative contin-
uous functions (px,...,(pn such that for any £ > 0, there exists 8 > 0, such that for any operators 
7i,-- ,Tnwith ||<p(7i,...,r„)|| < 8, we have 
(a)(p((p1(Tl,...,Tn),...,%(T1,...,Tn))=0,and 
(b)\\Tj-<pj(Th...,Tn)\\<e. 
(2) C*(x\ ,...,xn\<p) is semiprojective if, in addition, we can choose (p\,...,%as in(l) so that 
<Pj (Ai,..., An) = Ajfor 1 < j < n, whenever <p (Ai,..., A„) = 0. 
We call the functions 91,. . . , (pn the (weakly) semiprojective approximating functions for (p. 
For example, it is a classical result that has often been rediscovered that a selfadjoint operator 
A with ||A —A21| sufficiently small is very close to a projection. More precisely, if 
| |A -A 2 | | <e 2 <l /9 , 
then 
( r ( A ) c ( - £ , e ) u ( l - e , l + e). 
So if h: R -> R is defined by 
MO = 
0, i f ' < 3 
3t-l, if 5 < / < § 
2 1, i f | < ' 
then h(A) is a projection and ||A-ft(A)|| = sup \t-h{t)\ < e. If A already is a projection, 
tea(A) 
then h(A) = A. Thus the universal C*-algebra generated by a single projection is C*(*|<p) where 
q>(x) = (x-x*)2 + (x-x2)* (x-x2), and defining <fr (x) = h(*$£-) shows that C*(x\(p\) is 
semiprojective. 
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Throughout this chapter, all the C*-algebras considered are unital and all *-homomorphism are 
unital. 
4.3 C*-algebra results 
For simplicity we only consider finitely generated C*-algebras throughout this section. 
The main results in this section concern the (weak) semiprojectivity of C*-algebras defined in 
terms of partial isometries. We begin with some results mat are elementary in the unital category. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose s/ and 3B are separable unital C*-algebras. The following are true: 
(1) ifsf is (weakly) semiprojective, then si' ®J£n (C) is (weakly) semiprojective; 
(2) if s?<g>^„(C) is weakly semiprojective, then s/is weakly semiprojective; 
(3) if sf and £3 are projective (semiprojective, weakly semiprojective), then so is srf' *3B; 
(4) if si[*38 is projective (weakly semiprojective, semiprojective), and there is a linear multi-
plicative functional a on S8, then si is projective (weakly semiprojective, semiprojective); 
(5) si Q SS. is (weakly) semiprojective if and only if both si and 88 are (weakly) semiprojective. 
Proof. (1) Suppose si is weakly semiprojective, andsi = C*(x\,...,xm\<p) with weakly 
semiprojective approximating functions <pi,...,<jp>m. Since ^„(C) is semiprojective, we can as-




®{xi,:..,xm,y) =. £(jco'-yxO*(xo'--y*) + E(*a,*->'**i)*(Jciy*-y*^) •. 
+ (p(xu... ,xm)*(p(xi,... ,xm)+p(y)*p(y)-
Since matrix units £jj(l < ij < n) are in J?„(C), there exists a family of noncommutative 
continuous functions {p,-j : 1 < i, j < n) such that Etj = pij (y). 
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*k(Tlt...,Tm,S) = < 
For any operators T\,... ,Tm,S, and for 1 < ; < m, let Tk = ££=i Pj,\(Pi(S)) • Tk • p\j{p\(5)). 
Define functions {<&k '• 1 < k<m+ l}by 
<Pk[Tu...,Tm), \<k<m 
pi(5), * = m + l 
Given any e > 0, we will find some 8 > 0 in the definition of weak semiprojectivity. Note that 
^„(C) is semiprojective, there exists 8\ > 0, such that if ||p(5)|| < 5i, then 
(l)p(^m+1(Tl,...,Tm,S)) = p(p,(S))=0, 
(2)\\Pl(S)-S\\<e, 
(3) pi (5) and p\ (S)* commute with all fk. 
Since srf is weakly semiprojective, there exists 82 > 0 such that, if \\(p(T\ ,•••, Tm) \\ < 82, then 




\\9(fu---,^)\\<\\9(fu---X)-9(Ti,...,Tm)\\ + \\9(Ti,-..,Tm)\\, 
there exists 83 > 0 such that, if ||7jt — Tk\\ < 83, then 
\\<p(fu---,T^)\\<\\<p(fu---X)-9(Ti,...Jm)\\<j. 
In addition, if || p(7i,..., Tm) \\ < f, then || <p(fi, • • •, 7^) || < 82. Furthermore, 
||7*-f*|| = | |r*-Ep^(pi(5))-T t-pij(pi(5)) | | 
7=1 
= II£P,M(PI(S))-(PU(PI(5)) r,-r,.PlJ(Pl(s)))|| 
<£l lPu(pi (^) - r*-7i .p i j (p i (s ) ) | | . 
Hence there exists 84 > 0 such that, if ||pi j(pi (5)) • Tk - Tk-pi,y(pi(5))|| < 54, then ||7* - 7Jt|| < 83. 
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Note that pi (5) = £";=i Qj • pij{p\ (S)), where QJ'S are complex numbers. We have 
\\TkPl(S)-Pl(Sm=\\Tk £ Cij-PijfaiS))-• £'cij-py(p,(S))7i|| 
< E |cyl:l|2iPy(Pi(5))-Py(Pi'(5)mil 
• ; ' J = 1 -
• ' = E kyl-s»- .'. ' : 
Let <55 = L"j=i k<yl • 54- Since 
\\Tkp1(S)-Pl(S)Tk\\ = \\Tk(Pi(S)-S+S)-(Pl{S)-S + S)Tk\\ 
<2||r*| | . | lPi(S)-;5| | + ||rt5-,S7i||, 
there exists 56 > 0 such that, if ||pi (5) -S\\ < & and |J7jtS-S7*|| < 56, then ||r*pi (5) - p i (S)Tk\\< 
By the fact that *#„'(€) = C*(y|p) is semiprojective, there exists 57 > 0 such that if ||<p(S) || < 
§7, then Hpi'CS) ^S|i' 
Note that )\q>'(Ti,..:,Tm) \\, ||p(S)f|v||7;S-S7;||,||7iS* .-5*7}|| are all less than or equal to 
y/\\®(Ti,..'.,Tm,S)\\. Put 5 = min{52, (52/2)2,52, S2}, then 4>!,... ,4>m+i are weakly semipro-
jective approximating functions for 4>. • 
Ifsrf is semiporjective and g>i,..., <pm are semiprojective approximating functions for <p, it is 
clearthat <I>i,... ,4>m+i are semiprojective approximating functions for <l>. 
(2) Suppose stf ® ^n(C) is weakly semiprojective. Let % : srf —> Of ^&/ ®~ ^ be a u m t a ' 
*-homomorphism. Then p = it®id is a unital *-homomorphism from ,s/ ® ^#«(G) to 
(nr^/®r^)®-^»(c) =nr(^®^(c))/®r(^,*®-^»(c))- Since ^®^»(c) is 
weakly semiprojective, there is a positive integer JV and maps p^ : srf ®JKn{C) —• ^ such that, 
for k > N,
 Pk is a unital *-homomorphismand, for every x G ^ ® ^ ( C ) , 
P W = [{P*«}]-
It follows that there is a sequence {Uk} of unitary elements (l/* G ^ jfc) such that ||t/* - 1|| -+0 
and || 1 ®T-Uk*Pk{\®T)Uk\\ -» 0 for everyT e ^#«(C), Therefore, for * >. AT and A-€ *f, 
Uj,PklA®\)Uk is in the commutant of 1 ®J?n(C), which is SBk®\- Hence there are represen-
tations Kk • #?; -> £%k such that %k(A) ® 1 = Uj^pk (A <gj 1) {/* for every A e srf. Clearly, % (A) = 
\{nk (A)}] for every A € .s/. 
(3) This is obvious from the defining properties of the free product in the unital category. 
(4) We give a proof for the projective case; the other cases are handled similarly. Suppose ^ is 
a unital C*-algebra with an ideal
 </. and n : srf —>• *£ I J? is a *-homomorphism. Define a unital 
*-homomorphism a : SB -* "%I J? by CT(;C) = a(jt) -T. Thus there is a unital *-homomorphism 
p : <c/ * ^ —> ^ / ^ / such that p | ^ = n and p\SB = c. Since srf * SB is projective, p lifts to a 
*-homomorphism T : j ^ * ^ —> < ,^.Thus z\srf is the requiredlifting of n. 
(5) Suppose stf = C*(xi,...,xm\(p) is weakly semiprojective with weakly semiprojective ap-
proximating functions <pi,..., <pm, and SB'= C*(y\,... ,y„|y) is weakly semiprojective with weakly 
semiprojective approximating functions i/i ,-••, Vn-Then 
$f® @ = C*{xh.,.,xm,yi,.,.)y„,p\<&), 
where'' 
$>(xlv...,xm,yh.,.,yn,p) 
"..••= ; p ( x u . . . , x m ^ ^ 
m 
Hp-py(p-p^Mp-p2)\p-p2) + L(pxj-XjPY(pxj-xjP) 
m n 
+ Y,(pxj-xjy)*(pxj-xjy+'L(pyj-yjpYipyj-yjP)-
... j=r j=i. 
Let / be a continuous function on R such that f(t) = 0 when t < \ and f(t) .= 1 when t > f. 
Define <t>\,..., 4>m+n+i onsrf® SB by 
f{p)9i(xu---,xm)f(p), l<i<m 
(1 ~f(p))Vi-m<yir • -,yn)(l -f(p)), m+ 1 < i < m + n , 
/(p), i = m + n + l 
For any e > 0, and any operators Si,...,Sm,T\,.,.,Tn,Q, there exists 8\ > 0 such that, if \\P -
P*|| < 5i and ||<2-fi2|| < ft, then f{Q) is a projection and | | f i - / ( 0 | | < e. In addition, there 
<&i(xi,...,xm,yi,:..,yn,p) = < 
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exists 62 > 0 such that, if || (p(S\,..., Sm) || < b\, then 
\\Sj-(pj(Su...,Sm)\\<e forall \<j<m 
and 
also there exists 53 > 0 such that, if ||y(7i,••.,Tn)\\ < 8$, then 
|J7* — vft(7i -7^ )11 < « forall \<k<n 
a n d ' _ . • • : 
Let- : ' 
/Sj=f(Q)<Pj(Sl,...,Sm)f(Q) forall l < ; < m ; ^ 
a n d ' •-; " • ' • . . , - . . ' • - . ' 
•fk^{l-/(Q))Vk{Tu..:,TH)(l-f{Q))'forfdi 
Choose 5 — min lS j 2 ^ ,^} , then <l>i,...,4>m+n+i are weakly semiprojective approximating 
functions for 4>. 
Conversely, suppose srf®!% = C*{x\ ®y\,. .. ,*„©y„|<p) is weakly semiprojective with weakly 
semiprojective approximating functions <pi,..., %. Since <p(A ©B) = (p(A) © <p(B), it is clear that 
<s/ = C*(x\,... ,xn\(p) and £% =.C*(yi,..'.. ,y»t|(p), and ^/ and ^  are all weakly semiprojective with 
weakly semiprojective approximating functions q>\,...,(pn. 
It is not hard to prove the semiprojective case using the similar idea. • 
Remark 4.3. (1) Statement (5) of Lemma 4.2 is not true in the nonunital case, and statement (1) 
is not true for projectivity in the unital case, e.g., ifS is the unilateral shift operator, then the C*-
( ° s V 
algebra generated by the image of in the Calkin algebra is isomorphic to Jfo-vC), but 
it cannot be lifted to a representation of JfoiC) in £%(<%?). 
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(2) In general the different types of projectivity are not preserved under tensor products even 
when the algebras are very nice. For example, ifX is the unit circle, then C(X), which is isomor-
phic to theuniversal C*-algebra generated by a unitary operator, is projective, butC(X) ®C(X) = 
C* (x,y\x,y unitary, xy—yx = 0) is not weakly semiprojective [42]. 
(3) In the nonunital category, statement {A) of Lemma 4.2 always holds, because the Afunc-
tional is allowed. 
The following lemma is a key ingredient to our main results in this section. 
Lemma 4.4. There exists a noncommutative continuous function <f>(x,y,z) such that, for any C*-
algebra s^ and any e > 0, there exists 8 > 0, such that, whenever P,Q,A e-&/ with P and Q 
projections and \\A*A — P\\ < 8, \\AA* — Q\\ < 8, we have 
(l)]\mQ,A)-A\\<£, 
(2)mQ,A)*mQ,A)=ParuimQA)mQrA)* = Q, 
(3) <j>(P,Q,A)= A whenever A*A = PandAA* = Q. 
0, 0<t<\ 
, and define <j>{P, Q, A) 1
 3 < r < 5 
[ V7> 4 ^ ? ^ 4 
Proof. Le t / : R —• R be continuous defined by f(t) = < 
f(QAPA*Q)QAP. : ' • D 
The following is our main theorem in this section. Suppose srf. is a unital C*-algebra generated 
by partial isometries Vu..., Vn and C*(V1*V1,..., V„*V„) and C*(ViV1*,..., VnV*) are both (weakly) 
semiprojective or C*(V1*Vi,...,V„*V„,ViVj*,...,VnV*) is (weakly) semiprojective. Does it follow 
that srf is weakly semiprojective? We prove this is true when the only relations on Vi,..., Vn are 
those0n.V1*Vi,.'..,V;v^ViV1*,...,V»IV;. • • 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose <p and y are null-bounded noncommutative continuous functions. The 
following are true: 
(I) Suppose C* (Pi,.-. .,P»\ (f>) andC* (Qi, • • • ,Qn\ V) are (weakly) semiprojective andP\,:. .,/>„, 
Qi,..,Qn are projections. Then the universal C*-algebra srf = C* (Xi,... ,Xn\<&) with the relation 
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<I> defined by 
*(X1)...,X„)=(?)(X1*X1,...!X„%)XX1*X1,...,Xr t%) 
+ y(XiX;,... ,Xnx:)* y ^ , . . . , X n X * n ) 
is (weakly) semiprojective. 
(2) IfC* (P\,...,Pn,Qi,---,Qn\Y)is (weakly) semiprojective and Pi,..,P„,Q\,...,Qncire pro-
jections, then C*(Xi,... ,Xn|vP) is (weakly) semiprojective, where the relation *P is defined by 
V{XX,...,Xn) 
=Y(X*Xi,... ,X*Xn,X\X*,... ,XnX*)* v(XfXi,... ,X^Xn,X\X*,... ,XnX*) 
Proof. (1) Let (p\,..., (pn be weakly semiprojective approximating functions for <p, and yi > • • • > Vn 
be weakly semiprojective approximating functions for y. 
Define the functions 4>i,..., 3>n by 
<t>i(XU...,Xn) = <l>(9i(Ph.--,Pn)MQh---,Qn),Vi), 
where <j> is the noncommutative continuous function in Lemma 4.4. 
Given any e > 0. Let 5Q be e defined in Lemma 4.4. 
Since C*{P\,..-,Pn\ <p) is weakly semiprojective, there exists b\ > 0 such that, for 1 < i < n 
and any operators A\,..., A„ with ||^p(AjAi,... ,AlAn) \\<b\, <Pi{A\A\,... ,A*„An) is projection and 
\\A!Ai-<pi(A\Au...,A*nAn)\\<80. 
Since C*(Q\,..., Qn\w)IS weakly semiprojective, there exists o\ > 0 such that, if 
||<p(A1,4]!,...,AnA*)|| < 52, then, for 1 < i < n, yi(A\A\,... ,AnA*n) is projection and ||A/A? -
y,-(AiA*,...,AnA*)||<5D. 
Put <p,(A*Ai,... ,A*nAn), \ifi(AiA\,... ,AnA*n),Ai to P, Q,A in Lemma 4.4, we have that 
^((Pi(A\Al,...,A*nAn),m(AlA*1,...,AnA*n),Ai)(=^i(Au...,An)) 
is a partial isometry from q>i(A\A\,...,A*nAn) to y/;(AiAj,...,AnA*). 
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Let 8 = min{5j2,52}. We prove that $i,...,<&„ are weakly semiprojective approximating 
functions for <I>. 
Use the similar idea and Lemma 4.4, we can prove the weakly semiprojective case. 
(2) Similar to the proof of (1). O 
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V(ViV1*,V2V2*)V3V3*) = 0 
We also can apply our results to the generalized version of the noncommutative unitary con-
struction of K. McClanahan [29]. 
Proposition 4.7. If srf = C* (x\,...xn\ q>) is (weakly) semiprojective, then the universal C*-algebra 
S generated by {a^k : 1 < ij <m, 1 < k <n), subject to 9({atj\),...,(aij„)) = 0 is (weakly) 
semiprojective. 
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Proof. Suppose q>i,...,<Pn are (weakly) semiprojective approximating functions for (p. Define 
functions {<£,,;,£ : 1 < i, j < m, 1 < k < n} by 
®i,j,k {{as,t,i}s,tj) = fl,j(9k{{as,t,\),• • •,(as,t,n))), 
where fj : ^fm(C) i-> C such that for any mxm matrix A, A = (fij(A)). It is clear that {^j.jt: 
1 < (>y <m,\ < k < n} are (weakly) semiprojective approximating functions for 3>. n 
Corollary 4.8. Suppose C* (Pi,.... ,Pn\(p) andC* (Q\,..., Qn\y) are (weakly) semiprojective, where 
P\,Q\,->Pn,Qn are projections. Suppose m is a positive integer and srf is the universal C*-
algebra generated by {a,-_/jt:l <i,j <m,l <k<n} subjectto 
(p({aiji)*(aiji),...,(aijn)*(aijn))=0, 
)¥((aiji){aiji)\...,(aijn)(aijny)=0. r 
Then srf is (weakly) semiprojective. 
We also can define projectivity in terms of noncommutative continuous functions. A unital 
C*-algebra C*{b\,.;..,b„\(p) is projective in the unital category if, for arty unital C*-algebra &/ 
and any ideal ^ in srf, and any X\,...,xn 6 si' j'fl with (p(x\,..,,xn) = 0, there exist elements 
a\,..., a„ in stf such that Xi = ai + ^  and <p(a\,..., an) = 0. 
Remark 4.9. (1) The universal C*-algebra generated by A such that \\A\\ <r (r is a positive 
number) is projective. The universal C*-algebra generated by {A„}~=1 such that \\A„\\ < rnfor 
some numbers rn is projective. Thus every separable unital C*-algebra is isomorphic to si' j' Jf , 
where srf is a projective C*-algebra and ^ is an ideal ofsf. 
(2)If{s/n}™=l is a sequence of projective C*-algebras, then the free product *ns/n is projective. 
(3)Tf'{#i'n}n=i w a sequence of separable unital semiprojective algebras, then *ns/n may not be 
weakly semiprojective. For example, ^ ( C ) * ^ ( C ) ' * -#4(C) * • • •' is not weakly semiprojective, 
but each ^n(C) is semiprojective. 
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Although weakly semiprojective C*-algebras need not be finitely generated, identity repre-
sentation on such algebras must be a pointwise limit of representations into finitely generated 
subalgebras. 
Proposition 4.10. Suppose si is separable and weakly semiprojective and {sin}™=\ is an increas-
ing sequence of finitely generated C*-subalgebras whose union is dense in si. Then there is a 
positive integer N and unital *-homomorphisms 7 ,^: si —* si
 n for all n>N such that 
1|JC' — ^ , ( J C ) | | 
for every xe si. \ ' • 
Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that dist(x, sin).—» 0 for every x € si>. Thus, for each 
xe si, there is axn e si„ such that ||JC — x„j| <dist(jc,s/n) +'£. Define aunital -^homomorphism 
n(x) = [{x„}}. , 
The desired-result follows easily from the weak semiprojectivityof si. • 
Definition 4.11. A unital C*-algebra si is called GCR if for any irreducible representation nfrom 
si to @{Jf), JT(W) c n{si). 
Lemma 4.12. If s/ is a unital GCR C*-algebra, then there exists a positive integer n and a repre-
sentation % : si —> ^n(C) that is onto. 
Proof. Suppose^ is a maximal ideal in si. Then "si j'Jf is a simple C*-algebra. Let 
x • si I J? -» 8g{Jf) be an irreducible representation. Then n(si/\/)' = CI. It follows that 
X(3<e) C 7t{si/ ]/) is a closed ideal, therefore J f is finite-dimensional. • 
From the above lemma, it is not hard to see that i fsi is a simple infinite-dimensional C*-
algebra, then ^cannot be a subalgebra of a GCR algebra. 
Corollary 4.13. Ifs/ is a unital simple infinite-dimensional C*-algebra that is asubalgebra of a 
direct limit of subalgebras of GCR C*-algebras, then si is not weakly semiprojective. 
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Proof. It follows from the proof of Proposition 4.10 that there is a *-homomorphism n:srf—> 
TiT^n/ ©i°^4. where {Mi}™=\ as defined in Proposition 4.10. Assume via contradiction that si-
is weakly semiprojective. Then there is a representation 7t„ : srf —> srfn for some positive integer 
n. Since ^ is a subalgebra of a GCR algebra, it follows that srfn, and hence srf, has a finite-
dimensional representation, Since d is simple, every representation of stf is one-to-one, which 
implies that srf is finite-dimensional, a contradiction. • 
Remark4.14. The Cuntz algebra is weakly semiprojective, hence, the Cuntz algebra cannot be 
embedded into a direct limit of subalgebras of GCR C*-algebras. The irrational rotation algebra 
s^e is not weakly semiprojective, since it can be embedded into the direct limit of subalgebras of 
GCR C*-algebras. 
We conclude this section with an observation concerning the reduced free group C* ^ algebra, 
€;(¥„). • • . ' • • : ' • . , ; • : ; , , " • . . • . 
Proposition 4.15. C*(¥n) is not weakly semiprojective. 
Proof. U. Haagerup and S. Thorbj0rnsen [19] proved that there is a map 
^:C(Fn)-n^(C)/®^»(C)-
Since C* {¥„) is infinite-dimensional and simple, C* (F„) has no finite-dimensional representation. 
Hence C* (F„) cannot be weakly semiprojective. D 
4.4 Finite von Neumann algebras and trace norms 
When we talked about weak semiprojectivity in C*-algebras we described it in terms of map-
pings into algebras flf' @n'l' ®°\ &n being "liftable". There is another way to describe this by 
replacing the YYi&n/ ®°\&n construction with ultraproducts. 
Suppose {srfi: ie 1} is a family of C*-algebras and o> is a nontrivial ultrafilter on I. Then 
I «'el'. ) 
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is a norm-closed two-sided ideal in n , e i M, and we call the quotient (fliel *%)/' j? m e C*-algebraic 
ultraproduct of the JZ/I'S and denote it by Yl0M- For an introduction to ultraproducts see [16]. 
It is easily verified that a C*-algebra $4 is weakly semiprojective if and only if, given a unital *-
homomorphism %: srf —»fl*0 -^ m e r e are functions ft;: .2/ —> <«# for each / e l such that, eventually 
along (0,7T, is a unital *-homOmorphisra and such that, for ever fl€^, 
We now want to look at analogue of weak semiprojectivity for finite von Neumann algebras 
with faithful tracial states. Suppose srf is a C*-algebra with a tracial state T. AS in the GNS 
construction there is a seminorm ||-||2T on ^defined by ||a||2 T = T(a*a)1' . More generally, if 
1 < p < oo, we define ||a||PiT = (^ (a*^ / 2 ) ) 1 / ? . Since C*(c*a) is isomorphic to C(X), where X 
is the spectrum of a*a, there is a probability measure jx such that %(f(a*a)) = fxfdH for every 
/ € C ( X ) . Thus, for 1 < p < oo, 
' .||aJ|p)T ;= 0 if and only if ||a||2,T = 0. (4.4.1) 
If there is no confusion, we can simply use || • \\2 and || • \\p to denote || • j|2,-r and || • ||P)T respectively. 
Suppose {(M,*i): i e l } is a family of C*-algebras ^ with tracial states T,-. We can define a 
trace p on T]i6ii-^ by 
p({fl»}) = limTl-(fl,-). 
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The set ^/z = {{A,} € H i e i ^ : lim»->a> IKII2 = ^} is a closed two-sided ideal in l\iei^i> 
and we call the quotient (Il/ei <^) /*^2 the fraa'a/ ultraproduct of the J ^ ' S , and we denote it by 
n® (M, ii). There is a natural faithful trace T on JT^ C^,-T,-) defined by 
*([{«;}]<») = limT,-(a;). 
•'n® ( ^ , Tj) is the representation of rj/el & u s i n § m e GNS construction with p. By Equation (4.4.1) 
we see that Ua (M,?) = (ILei •«# / / /» . where fP = {{A,} € Ui&M • lim,-_fl)||Ai||/, = o} . 
One immediate consequence of J?p = ^i is the fact that, on a bounded subset of any («e/, x) 
the norms ||-||2 and ||-Up generate the same topology. 
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It was shown by S. Sakai [41] that a tracial ultraproduct of finite factors is a von Neumann 
algebra and is, in fact, a factor. However, it is true that any tracial ultraproduct of von Neumann 
algebras is a von Neumann algebra. Here we prove that any tracial ultraproduct of C*-algebras is 
a von Neumann algebra. 
Theorem 4.16. Suppose {^},ei is a family ofC-algebras with a tracial state %i on each srfi and 
co is a nontrivial ultrafilter on I. Then the tracial ultraproduct lY0^,^) of {£#},ei is a von 
Neumann algebra. 
Proof. Let st = f T « *«)• Note that Ball(^*~SOT) = Bafi(jff'h, i.e., the closure of the 
unit ball of #/ in strong operator topology is equal to the || • ||2-closure of the unite ball of #/. 
ii.iu 
Suppose T e Ball(<ef) . Then for any positive integer n, there exists A„ € Ball{srf) such that 
II2" -A„||2 < jn- Write An = [{Am-}]a, with each Aw- € Ball(M)-
Since co is nontrivial, there is a family {En} of elements of co such that 
/ = B i 3 ^ 2 - and nnEn = 0. 
Let 
F„ = {i e En : VI < k < n, ||A« - An,-||2 < — + ^ } . 
Let X,- = A;t; for ieFk\Fk+\. For any i e F„, there exists some k > n such that J € F* \F^+i and 
||Anj.-X,-||2 = | | A m - A w | | 2 < ^ + ^ < | r < ^ . 
LetX = [{Xi}}a>. Then X e Ball(s^) and 
l |An-X| | 2 <l 
Hence T =X e Ball(^). This implies that ^  = nw{&%>T0 i s a v o n Neumann algebra. • 
The next Theorem gives a generalization of Lin's theorem for || | |p on C*-algebras with trace. 
When p = 2, it was proved for finite factors in [20]. 
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Theorem 4.17. For every e > 0 and every I < p <°°, there exists 8 > 0 such that, for any :C-
algebra M with trace t, and A\,... , A„ eBall(srf) with \\AjA*-—AjAj \\p < 8 and\\AjAk -AkAj \\p < 
8?there exists Bi,.'..,B„ eBall(&?) so that BjB*j = B*jBj, BjBk = BkBj and £"=1 \\Aj - Bj\\p < £. 
Proof. Assume the statement is false. Then there is an £ > 0 such that, for every positive 
integer k, there is aunital C*-algebrasfk with trace %k and elements Ak,\,••• ,Ak,n with llA j^Ajj; • — 
A
*k,jAkj\\p < I and \\AkjAkj -Ak>iAkj\\p < \, so that for all Bi,...,B„ 6Ball(^) with BjB) = 
B*jBj and BjBk = BkBj we have Hj=l\\Aj-Bj\\^>e. The tracial ultraproduct stf = Y[m M = 
dliei <£%) I J?p is a v o n Neumann algebra and {Ay = ['{Ajy }] : 1 < j <n) is a family of com-
muting normal operators. Hence, by the proof of Theorem 5.5 in [4], there is a selfadjoint operator 
C G& and bounded continuous functions f\ , . . . , / „ : R —> C such that Aj = fj (C) for 1 <j < n. 
Write C = [.{(*}]„ with each Ck = C*k. Define BkJ = fj(Ck) for 1 < ;' < n and k<EN. Then 
Aj = [{#£,./}]
 M for 1 < j < n and {Bkj : 1 < j < n} is a family of commuting normal operators. 
£<hmj^\\Akj-BkJ\\p='£\\Aj-fj(C)\\p = 0, 
which is a contradiction. , • 
Remark 4.18. Suppose K is a compact nonempty subset ofC that is a continuous image of [0,1]. 
It follows from Proposition 39 in [21] that there is a noncommutative continuous function a such 
that, for every operator T with \\T\\ < 1 we have a(T)=0 if and only if T is normal and the 
spectrum ofT is contained in K. If in Corollary 4.17, we add the condition that ||a(Ai)||2 < 8, 
then we can chooseB\ so that its spectrum is contained in K. In particular, if we add\\ 1 - A\ A\ \\2 < 
8, we can choose B\ to be unitary. 
The next theorem shows (see Corollary 4.20) that, unlike in the C*-algebra case, commutative 
C*-algebras are "weakly semiprojective" in the "diffuse von Neumann algebra" sense. 
Theorem 4.19. Suppose, for i € I, Jti is a diffuse von Neumann algebra with faithful trace 
%i and s^ is a commutative countabfy generated von Neumann subalgebra of the ultraproduct 
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n w {J?i, ?i) • Then, for every i, there is a trace-preserving *-homomorphism %i\ srf—> Jti such 
that, for every a e si, 
a = [{Jti (a))]a. 
Proof. Suppose P is a projection in na)(^YTi)- It is well-known that P can be written as 
P = [{Ai}](B with each A; a projection. Since T(A,) —> T(P) as i —>•co and since each Jli is diffuse, 
we can, for each i, find a projection^ € ^ i so that T,- (P,) = %{P) and either/;- < A,orA,- <P,. Since 
ll^i-^'lb = VI %i (pd — Tf (Af)| —»• 0, we have P = [{P,}]<». Hence, every projection in \[a {Jd,Ti) 
I 
can be lifted to projections with the same trace. 
Next suppose P — [{P;}]©,Q = [{Qi}]a are projections in [J*0 iy^i,^i) such that P < Q, and, 
for every i, Pi <Qi and T,- (P,) = T(P) and T; (Qj) = T (<2). Suppose E is a projection in n w ( ^ , ti) 
and P < £ < Q. Applying what we just proved to the projection E — P in the ultraproduct 
We can find projections £,- e . ^ so that P; < E; < Gi> Ti (£;) = t(E) and£ •'= [{E,}]©. Since 
£/ is countably generated and commutative, we know from von Neumann's Theorem that si 
is generated by a single selfadjoint T with 0 < T < 1. Since \^{Jtu%i) is diffuse, the chain 
{X{o,s) (T): 0 < s < 1} can be extended to a chain (P(f): / e [0,1]} such that T ( P ( 0 ) = t for 
0 < / < 1. Repeatedly using the result above we can find projections P,(r) for each i and each 
rational t € [0,1] such that T,- (P,- (t)) =t and P(f) = [{# (0}]©» and such that P,- (s) < Pi (t) for all i 
and s < t. Hence, for each t € [0,1] and each i e /, we can define 
Pi(t)=sup{Pi(s):s<t,s€®} = M{Pi(s):s>t,s<EQ}. 
Then we must have P(t) = [{P,- (/)}]eo for every/ .€ [0,1]. For each i, the map P{t) (-»• P, (;) extends 
to a trace-preserving *-homomorphism p;: {P(/): t e [0,1]}" —• Jt%, and we can let Ki = p,|^/.D 
Corollary 4.20. Suppose Jti is a diffuse von Neumann algebra for every i e l and si commutative 
countably generated unital C*-algebra and n : si -* N® {Jtu ti) w a unital *-homomorphism. 
Then, for every i, there is a *-homomorphism %i: si -» Jti such that 
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(1) n (a) — \{%i (a)}}afor every a € srf, and 
(2) %i o %i = T o nfor every i e I 
Corollary 4.21. Suppose s/ is a commutative von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal trace 
To and srf'-is generated by couhtably many elements A\, At,..., For every e > 0 and every positive 
integer n, there exist a positive integer N and 8 > 0 such that, if Jt is a diffuse von Neumann 
algebra with a faithful trace x andT\,.,.,Tn£j( satisfying 
\x{m(Tl,,.„Tn))-x0im(Au.:,,An})\<8 
for any *-monomial m withdeg m <N, then there exists a *-homomorphism n: srf —> M such thai 
(1)TOX = TO, •' 
.' (2)%=l\\Ti-n{Ai)\\<e.--
If iti the preceding corollary we let srf be a von Neumann algebra generated by a single Haar 
unitary, then we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 4.22. For every e > 0 there is a positive integer N and 8 > 0 such thai, for every diffuse 
finite von Neumann algebra with trace x andevery U eBall(j?), if\x(Uk)\ <8for 1 <k<N 
with \\l-U*U\\2 < 8, then there is a Haar unitary V €^ such that \\U — V||2 <£. 
Remark 4.23. It follows from Theorem 4.19 that the hypothesis inTheorem 4 in [24] that w\, w>2,... 
are Haar unitaries can be replaced by the assumption that they are unitaries. In particular, if'Jt is 
a von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace x, and JY is a diffuse subalgebra of Jt, and{vn} is a 
sequence of Haar unitaries in </# and {wn} is a sequence of unitaries in JY , and \\Wn — vn\\2 -* 0, 
then there exists a sequence {un} of Haar unitaries in JVsuch that ||«n —v«||2 —> 0. 
We next give an analogue of Theorem 4.19 with $4 hyperfinite instead of commutative, but 
with each Of the ^ ' s a Hi factor. 
Lemma 4.24. [8] Let Jt be a separable factor and (o a nontrivial ultrafilter. Let £ = [{£,• }]© 
and F = \{Fi}\a be equivalent projections in nffl -^ with Ei 's and Fi 's projections. Suppose V is 
a partial isometryfrom E to F. Then V = [{Vi}}
 a, where Vi is a partial isometry from E( to Fi. 
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Lemma 4.25. Suppose each Mi is a II\ factor with the trace vt and srf C SS are finite-dimensional 
C*-subalgebras of the ultraproduct Yl® {J?i,ii), and suppose for every i, there is a trace-preserving 
homomorphism %i: srf —> Jii such that, for every ae#f,a = [{%i (a) }]©. Then, for every i, there 
is a trace-preserving homomorphism pi: W-* Jti such that, 
(1) for every be SB, 
b = [{Pi(J>)}U, 
and 
(2)for every i,Pi\tf = tit. 
Proof. To avoid a notational nightmare, we will describe the proof for a specific example. It will 
be easy to see how this technique applies universally. Suppose srf is isomorphic to Jti ®Mi and 
38_ is isomorphic to Jtt, ®J?s where the inclusion srf C SB identifies A ©J3 with (A© A) ffi(A ©J3), 
Let {eM : 1 < s,t < 4} denote matrix units for M$ ©0 and {fst:. 1 <s,t < 5} denote matrix units 
forO:©^.,Then . 
y\ = {en +^33 +fn,ei2 +<?34+fn,e2\ +'«« +/2i,e22 + e44+/22} 
is a set of matrix units for ^ 2 © 0 and 
^ 2 = {/33,/34,/35 >/43 j/44 >/45;/53,/54
 5/55 } 
is a set of matrix units for 0 ©-#3. We have %i is defined on 5^\ U <5^ - We want to extend %i to 
all of the matrix units for S3, However, {en +233+/n,£22 + ^44+ /22,/33,/5s} is acommuting 
family that is contained in span({ess : 1 < s < 4} U {/« :l<s < 5}), and, using the techniques 
in the proof of Theorem 4.19, we can extend %i to a trace-preserving *-homomorphism p,- on 
span({ess : 1 < s < 4} U {fss : 1 < s < 5}). Using the fact that 
eu(ei2 + e34 + fn) = en, 
we naturally can define 
Pi (en) = Pi (en) Xi(eu+e34+f 12) • 
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The definition of p,- for the remaining matrix units in 38 is immediately obtained using Lemma 
4.24. D 
Theorem 4.26. If each Jti is a ll\ factor with the trace f,- and srf is a countably generated hy-
perfinite von Neumann subalgebra of the ultraproduct n w (^i,^i) > then, for every i, there is a 
trace-preserving homomorphism TT,- : srf —> Jt-X such that, for every aestf, 
a = [{Ki(a)}](o. 
Proof. There is an increasing sequence {srfn} of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras of &f 
whose union ty is ||• ||2-dense in srf such that s4\ = C • 1. Using Lemma 4.25, for every i, there is a 
trace-preserving homomorphism 7T,-: S? -* Jti such that, for every ae srf, 
a = [{Xi (fl)}]«. 
However, since each 1$ is an isometry in ||-||2, we can extend 71,- uniquely to an isometry (i.e., trace-
preserving) linear map (still called 7T,) from jzf to ^ . Since multiplication and the map x —• x* are 
|| • ||2-continuous on bounded sets, it follows that 7T,-: stf' -»JCi is a *-homomorphism, and that 
holds for every a€£f. Q 
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